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PREFACE 

Due to its strategic location Afghanistan assumed 

the st:1tus of a buffer betv;ec:n the Tsarist Rus::;ian and 

the British Indian e:-ilpires during the nineteenth and 

early b.-.€ntieth centuries. After the second v:orld \var 

Afghanistan steered clear of the politics o:E cold \var 

bet:;v;een USA and USSR. While maintaining its non-aligned 

character, Afghanistan developed good relations ~tli th the 

neighbouring Soviet Qnion. 

But ,\fghani stan hCJ.s ~-:c~en ;;ns sing through distur-

bed conditions and instability for about a decade nm·I. 

The beginhing of the Afghan crisis can be trCJ.ced back 

to the yeur 1973 r,-;hen ilohumnnd Daud ovel-threv'l the mona-

rchy. Cor~: unists had su::::)o:cted Daud in the hope o:E 

emergence- of a democratic i\fghani stan. But Daud turned 

authoritarian, til ted to the 'iiest, and becclffie friendl v 

with the Shai-1 of Iran. In the meantime, tvJo factions of 

Comr:mnists-Khalaq and Parcham converged in July 1977 to 

fonn a United People • s Democratic Party of Afghanistan. 

In April 1978 the PDPA .led the "Saur" Revolution and 

toppled the Daud Government. This r.vas follm·Jed irrmedia

tely by proclamation of Democratic Republic of Afghanistan 

~ .. Ti th Nur fvlohammad Tarakki as Chairman of the Afghanistan 

Revolutionary Council. At this stage there is no evidence 
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to sug:;;cst that So-..;-iet Union 1;!uS be::ind the Corc<:::unist 

ta."l(e-over, though it was the first government to accord 

di~lomatic reco<;Jini tion to this government. But soon 

t he.:-e occurred a factional struggle betvvecn Khalaq J.nd 

Parcham. In the process Khalaq faction succeeded in 

driving out key figures in the Parcham faction out of 

Afghanistan. In September 1978, Amin emerged victori-

ous by taking over as the Chainnan of the Revolutionary 

' Council and of the Supreme Defence Council. The inter-

n al strife betv~een b.vo rival factions of the ruling 

party and the organised o::ct:~·osition of the landed J.ris-

tocr:1cy and the i'luslim clergy to the r-adicJ.l refonns 

initiated by the revolutionar':T go'-ICrnmcnt, created an 

internal crisis in ;\.fghanistan. Ti1e crisis 1,-;as accen-

_tuated with-. the increase in number o.f Afghans seeking···· 

rc~fuge in Iran <nd Pakistan, vJhere they received arms 

and training for rebeU.ion against the Afghanistan 

government. 'rhe situation Has serious enough to cause 

domestic instability in Afghanistan. It was under such 

circumstances that the Soviet Union inducter'lits troops 

in Afghani stan on 27 December 1979, consequent upon 

~-1 i1ich. .'\min 1.-:as deposed. Babarak Kannal assumed the 

leadership of the PDPA and the Revolutionary Council. 
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'I'~12 Soviet action in Afghanistan lent a neH dim-

ension to the gco-poli tical environment in South, South

Hest and v7est Asia. Lakhs of .'\fghan refugees fled to 

neighbouring countries-Iran and Pakistan, vrhere they 

received arms and training for rebelling against the 

Afghan government. Ever since, an unabated insurgency, 

funded, 2.rmed and supported by outside pO\·Jers USA, 

Pakistan, Iran and China, has been going on.in Afghani

stan Hi th fluctuating intensity 't·Ti th the object of over

tllrovring the Soviet backed Afghan government. Hi th the 

involvement of severaJ, big and small povJers directly 

or indirectly, the Afghan problem contains dangerous 

portents for peace and security of the region. 

The Soviet intervention in Afghanistan in Decem

ber 1979 evoked world-Hide reaction particularlv from 

us.:~., Isla111ic countrie.:; and the third ~ .. rorld countries. 

It '-"".J.s the gener.al opinion that the intervention occu

rred in utter defiance of the basic principles of the 

U~·I Charter such as the non-interference in internal 

affairs of any state, respect for territorial integrity 

and sovereignty of any state and non-use of force in 

international relations. The problem of human rights 

also came to be associated vlith the Afghan crisis 1 
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s t a.n. It t:ns unc:cr : hr:.::e c:L rcu:1st l.nce.s tl-:<J.t the ~\:Eghani-

stan question l;Ja.s brought befo:r:-e the UlJ Security Council 

on 3 January 1980 and since then the UN has been directlv 

involved in finding a political solution to the problem. 

This study seeks to analyse the role of United 

Nations in negotiated peaceful settlement of the Afghan 

crisis. It has also studied the response of various UN 

organs 1 ike the Security Council and the General Assem-

bly towards dcvelo~;ments in Afghanistan follm-r:i.ng the 

Soviet action in 1979. The:r:-e is u. gene·ral ir~pression 

that this internu.tional organ:i.su.tion h-J.s, by and large, 

failed to discharge its functions of maintaining peace 

and security • -1-' ln ... ne l:lOrld, purtl'/ b""cause o-€ the illJ 

Charter does not contai.n enough provisions so thut the 

UN can acquin~ necessary coercive force for implementing 

its decisions and p-trtly because the member states being 

sovereign are not accountable to the United ~ations for 

their lapses. It is in this context th::J.t this study 

has examined the success or othenvise of the UN peace 

initiative in Afghanistan, particularly in view of the 

continuing belligerence of the Afghan rebels 1-1ho receive 

arms and aid from the US and Pakistan. For reaching an 
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objective assessment of the prospects of peace as envi

s J.ged in the Genev::J. accord, the res:::.:onses of all par

ties concerned - Afghanistan, Pakistan, USA and USSR 

tO\•rards the UN peace moves has been analysed. 

This study covers a period of about eight years 

i.e. from the year 1980, when the issue of Soviet act-

ion in Afghanistan came up for discussion in the United 

Nations, upto April 1988• when the UN sponsored Geneva 

accord between Afghani.stan and Pakistan l.·ras signed. It 

follmvs descriptive and historical analytical metho-

dology and is based on primary sources such as Ui:T Gene-

ral Assembly and Security Council debates, documents 

relating to proximity talks and the Geneva accord, spee

ches and statements of Afghan, Pak, us and Soviet govern

ments during the petiod ... .of this. study, i.e. 1980 to April--

1988. These sources have been supplemented by the study 

of secondary information gathered from newspapers, jour

nals and books on this issue. 

The dissertation is divided in five chapters. 

The first ch.apter gives an overview of the political deve-

lopments in Afghanistan in modern times. In the second 

chapter the extent and pattern of debates in the United 

Nations have been evaluated and the resolutions of the 
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General "\ssembly and the Security Council have been 

studied in order to ascertain the moti-Ies o:E the parties 

involved in the Afghan crisis; and the response of other 

members of the United Nations to the developments in 

Afghanistan. The U.N. peace initiative to defuse the 

Afghan crisis has been discussed in the third chapter. 

Entire gamut of 12 rounds of talks held at Geneva 

under the U.N. auspices have been studied here. In the 

fourth chapter, the Geneva Accord has been analysed. 

Besides, the prospects of peace following this accord 

and also the factors responsible for putting the peace 

process in jeopardy have been critically examined. 

Nain finding of this study have been summed up in the 

1 ast chapter. 

This dissertation has been carried out under the 

supervision of Dr. K. T,.<Tarikoo, Associate Professor in 

the Central Asian Studies Division, School of Interna-

tional Studies, Ja\·laharlal Nehru University. I am 

deeply grateful to him for his invaluable help, susta

ined guidance and encouragement. I am. alsotthankful to 

Dr. (Mrs.) Unnila Phadnis, Chair person of the Centre_ 

for South, Central, South East Asian and South west 

Pacific Studies and Professor Bimal Prasad for his 



constant encoura•Jemen t. 

I am also 9rateful to Professor K.P. Saksena 

who had been kine enough tc ex~)lain to me certain 

issues pertainin9 to the United Nations. My thanks 

are also due to nr. Dawa Norbu, Associate Professor 

at Central Asian Studies Division, Dr• Gardiwal, 

Associ.::lte Prefessor, Centre for Asian Languages·, 

Mr. Raz Mohammed Rishtya, Mr. K. Subrahmanya, 

Mr. I:evc~ndra K. Sharma , 1-f~. Sanj ay Ka tiha, all 

persuing their do·:::toral studies in JNU. 

Vq thanks are also due to the staff of the 

libraries of Jawaharlal Nehru 'tJni v~rsi ty, Institute 

of Defence Studies and Analysis, Indian Council of 

vJorld Affairs, Nehru Hemorial Library, all at 

New Delhi. 

In the end I would like to record my gratitude 

for my father, r--r. Ishwari Prasad, Associate Professor, 

for his ins;_,)irj_rig enco1.:r0gement an6 to my husband, 

Mr. Subhash c.· Prasad for his moral sup;?ort which 

have enabled me to complete my work. 
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CHAPrER - I 

INTRODUCTION 



Afghanistan, a land-locked country, is 

endo'I.·Jed -v.rith nearly 3000 ye :1rs of recorded history. 

I • qccup]'lng an area of 655,00 squ.are kil8metres, it 

fs situated in i;jhe heart of central Asia. 1 To its 

north lies the Soviet Union, to its north-east the 

Xlnjiang Uighur Autonomous Region of China, to the 

~st Iran, to the South Pakistan and to the south

east the Pak-occupied territory of Indian State of 

Jammu and Kashmir. Thus, Afghanistan shares 2,384 kms. 
I 

lo,ng border "~<'lith the Soviet-Union, 75 kilometres 

wi;th the People's Republic of China, 120 kilometres 

with India, 2,180 kilometres with Pakistan and 820 

ki~.ometres with Iran. This signifies the strategic 

location of Afghanistan in the geo-political context 

of ·,the region~ 2 

Due to its strategic location \·:ith its borders 

tout::hing five nations of different ideologies and 

systems of government, Afghanistan has assumed the 

status of a buffer state. In the 19th and early 20th 
I 

centuries it functioned as a buffer between Tsarist Russia 

I, 
\:. 

1. 

2. 

Perala Ratnam, Afghanistan •s uncertain futu.rel 
Tulsi Publishing House, New Delhi, 1981,· p. 4. 

Yu. v. Gankovsky and others, Afghanistan, The 
Embassy of the Republic of Afghanistan Today, 
Navyug PUblishers, New Delhi, 1982, P. 7. 
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and the British Indian empire. After the second V.lorld 

war Afghanistan steered clear of the politics of cold 
I 

war between the USA and the USSR while maintaining for 
I 

itself a non-aligned character. For a long time, Afgha-

nistan has been maintaining very friendly relations with 
I 

the neighbouring Soviet Union. 
I 

~STORICAL BACKGROUND 

Afghanistan was carved as an independent politi

cal entity by Ahmad Shah ourrani in 1747 when he united 

variou,s principal! ties into an organized state. After 

his de:a,th in 1773,- Afghanistan witnessed a series inter-

necine feuds for succession to the Afghan throne. 

I 

1 

With the ascendence of two rival. European powers, 

Britain and Russia in Asia, Afghanistan gained importa-

nee on -1 the world scene in the nineteenth century. due to_ 
~...,.~.... ~ -

its geographical proximity to both British and Russian 
I 

empires in Asia. During this period, the Indo-Afghaa rela-
I 

tions got inextricably mixed up with the Anglo-Russian 
i 

rivalry·. This rivalry was a direct result of the expan
! 

sion of British and Russian empires from two opposite dire-
' 

ctions.
1 

The Tsars of Russia had gradually pushed their 

bo.rders; for ceaturies eastwa.rd into Siberia and South ward 

into the Central. Asia, while the British conquered more and 

more ef' India, extending the area under their control stea

dily nokthward~ When both these powers were eJq>anding 

toward~: Afghanistan, "they inevitably clashed o\Jer 
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which one was to dominate, or annex, this otherwise 

insigni:f.fcant: state. " 3 Afghanistan had a crucial 

strategic position for the British for it could 

serve as their advance post of Indian frontiers to 

foDestall any attack from Russia and could help 

promote the British commercial interests in Central 

Asia. If nothing else, it could act as a buffer 

state between the two-hostile powers, India and 

Russia. The British saw in the Russian expansion 

in Central Asia an "imminent peril to the security 

and tranquillity of Indian Empire. 114 In fact, the 

Governor-General of India was closely watching the 

"events ia Afghanistan in order to counter-act the 

progress of Russian influence there." 5 To combat 

the Russian advance in Central Asia, the British 

·--Foreign Office· ·designed-· what came· to be known- as 

6 the "Forward Policy," which aimed at securing hege-

mony in Persia and Afghanistan. Afghanistan was 

~ 

· 3. Louis Dupree, Afghanistan, Princeton Univ~r
sity Press, PrlacetoR 1 N.J., 1980 1 p. 143. 

4. R.C.t-1ajumdar aad others, An Advanced History 
of India, Mac Millan and co., London, 1950, 
p.p. 751-52. 

5. Ibid. 

6. Anuradha Sareea, India and Afghanistan, Seema 
Publications, Delhi, 1981, p. 4. 
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henceforth to be considered as the 'Frontier' of 

India, and no European nation was to be allowed to 

carry on any commercial or political activities 

there or to interfere in its affairs. 7 

The British adopted a strategy either to turn 

AfghaAistan into its virtual colony or to control it 

through various indirect ways. The British were aw-

are· that they would not be able to maintab1 their 

stranglehold over India unless they virtually contro

lled Hindu Kush mountains. 8 To achieve this object 

they imposed three wars ·Q-1 Afghanistan between 1838 

and 1842, between 1878 and 1880,and in 1919. Though 

the Afghan army was no match to the British forces~ 

the British anny could not stay in Kabul due to 

gueri:lla attacks by th~ irregula.r-Pathan- t-ribesmea.,·-·· --~ 

Both Britain and Russia played many years of 

intrigues and manoeuvers against one another to 

secure control over Afghanistan. They finally came 

to realise that instead of seiziRg parts of Afghani-

stan or competing for full control, it would be of 
·-

mutual benefit by using it as a buffer between them. 

1. vartan Gregorian, The Emergence of Modern 
Afghanistan.; iStanford, 1969: , p. 96. 

8. Kalirn Bahadur and others, Inside Afghanistan, 
Patriot Publishers, NewDelhi, 1986, p.p. 11-12. 
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It -vras towards the end of the 19th century that the 

frontiers of Afghanistan were defined and demarcated 

by several boundary commissions as a result of Anglo-

Russian negotiations. Finally, the Anglo-Russian 

convention was sj_gned in 1907 under which Russia 

promised to consider Afghanistan as outside her sphere 

of influence and agreed to conduct relations with 

Afghanistan through Britain.9 

~' •'-' -:·' ~ ·~ - Independent Afghanistan 

The first world war and the Russian Revolution 

of 1917 added a new dimension to the Anglo·-Afghan 

relations. Amanullah Khan became Emir and announ-

ced that his immediate goal was to free the country 

from dependence on Britain. The British recognised 

the independence ~Afghanistan in March 1919, after 

the Soviet Union had signed a friendship tr~aty on 

21 February 1921 with it. This brought a new turn in 

the political history of the country. King Amanullah 

made serious efforts to overcome the backwaidness of 

country's economy and the outmoded social system. 

Arnanull~wanted to bring Afghanistan in line with the 

modem age. But the prom~1tion of various re fonn 

9. Thomas T Hanunond, Red Flag over Afghanistan,· 
~st View Press, Colorado ( u.s.A.) I 1984, 
p. 6. 
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measures antagonised the feudal and the conservative 

sections of the Afghan society. On January 14, 1929, 

Amanullah Khan abdicted and the new regime, which came 

to power, annulled all the reforms made by previous 

government. The situation remained fluid till Nadir 

Khan was assassinated by an Amanullah supporter in 

November 1933 thus paving the way for the long rule 

of Mohammed Zahir Shah. The regime of zahir Shah is 

coRsidered to be a peaceful period in the history of 

Afghanistan. 

In September 1953, Mohammad Daoud Khan, a 

cousin of King Zahir Shah, became the Prime Minister. 

Daucl .. followed the policy of pursuing the settlement 

of fashtunistan issue which soured the relations 

between Afghanistan and Pakistan. Pakistan imposed 

-··- --- ···- a- baa--·on ·the shipment af Afghani·· goods across·-·its- · ..... -~·· 

territory which caused considerable economic hard

ships to Afghanistan. This problem was overcome only 

after receiving the Soviet assistance. The signature 

of a Soviet-l\.fghan treaty in 1955 further strengthened 

their mutual relations. Daoud governed the country 

with a strong hand and did not allow the parliamentary 

system to work. He introduced some progressive eco

nomic measures in the country. He relinquished his 

office in 1963. The period of Daoud's rule, no doubt, 
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witnessed some progress in theeconomic field but it 

failed to break any new ground on the political front. 

The period of 1963 to 1973 in Afghan history 

has relevance in terms of the political development 

in the country. During this period, a demand for 

liberal parliamentarialism was raised. In this pro

cess a constitution was promulgated in 1964, as a 

result of which a system of constitutional monarchy 

was introduced in the country. Under the new consti

tution elections were held in 1 965 and in 1969. The 

promulgation of Press Law in 1965 made it possible for 

the progressive papers like Khalq, Parcham and Shula

e-Javed to be published advoc2ting Marxist ideology 

in Afghanistan. This was a turning point in the poli

tical history of Afghanistan. 

The End of Monarchy 

The stage-back of the former Prime Minister 

Mohammad Daoud in bloodless coup on 16 July 1973, 

is another milestone in the political history of 

Afghanistan. It had two distinctive features. 

Firstly, the government of King Mohammad Zahir 

Shah was toppled with the help of the army rather 

than with the support of the people. 'Ibe 
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process of educating people of their civic rights and 

organising them around the national issues had not taken 

roots in the country -~tlrough People •s Democratic Party 

of Afghanistan was formed in 1965. And second, the mona-

rchy was replaced by the establishment of a republican 

system in Afghanistan. Mohammad Daoud titled himself as 

the President of the Republic. He accused the monarchial 

regime of King zahir Shah of violating the principles of 

the constitution and depriving the people of Afghanistan 

of their political rights. During the second tenn of 

Mohammad Daoud the political life in Afghanistan took a 

distinct turn. In fact, the genesis of the present Afghan 

crisis must be traced right from the ~oendancy of Moha-. 
mmad Daoud in 1973. 

After coming to power, Daoud enlisted the support 

of PDPA~·-·who~ fonned the left wing in the republican re

gime. In the government for.med in August 1973 four 

ministe.i:i:al_ posts were occupied by members and supporters 

of the PDPA. 10 Daoud made a pledge to carry out "radical 

refonns in the economic, social and political life of the 

country". In line with this pledge, the republican govern

ment carried through a number of socio-econ.omic measures i 

10. Yv v. Gankovsky and otl4ers, A History of 
Afghanistan1 op. cit. ,.P• 30 •. 
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which affected the daily life of the people. But as time 

passed by, Daoud began to depart from the programme which 

he had announced in the beginning. 

The initial progressive programme introduced 

by Daoud had ali~nated the landlords, the tribal khans, 

the merchants and the conservative Muslim clergy from 

the government. In late 1973 t'WO plots to overthrow 

the republican government were discovered and foiled. 

In July 1975 there was an anned uprising against the 

government and its leaders declared their aim to est

ablish an Islamic State. 11 After crushing these right 

wing forces, Daoud announced the 11 fo.onation of the 

National Revolution Party", which had a virtual mono

poly of political activity by the end of 1976. 12 This 

in a way, amounted to a de facto ban on all other 

politicai parties in the country~· -··:rt-"wa~r-under "these' -- ~ --

circumstances that the PDPA had to go underground. In 

January 1977, a new constitution was approved which 
··-

invested 11enonnous powers in Daoud as the head of State, 

Chief Executive, Commander in Chief of the anned forces 

and leader of the sole political party". 13 Mohammad 

11. Ibid. 

12. Ibid;, P• 30 2. 

13. M.S.Agwani, The saur Revolution And After, 
p1t.~ati.o~ ..s.t.ud1eq, Vol. 19, No., 4, 
Vikas Publishing House, New Delhij 1980, p. 559. 
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Daoud, who had denounced 1964 constitution as pseudo-

democratic, behaved during the second phase of his 

rule in a totally undemocratic manner. After the 

unsuccessful coup of July 21, 1975, Daoud changed the 

course of his foreign policy. He agreed to having a 

tripartite arrangement of "non-conflictiag co-existence" 

with Iran and Pakistan. In this way, ground was being 

prepared for "a Rew type of military alliance among 

these three countries with America contented to rernaia 

in the sidelines•. 14 But the regime of Daoud collapsed 

in 1978 under the weight of the progressive forces in 

the country. 

SAUR REVOLUTION AND AFTER 

The Saur Revolution of April 1978 was brought 

about by the People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan. 

This party which was founded in 1965, composed of 

several groups, Khalq(People) group headed by Noor Moha

mmad Taraki, Parcham (Flag) group headed by Babrak Kannal 

and Shula-e-Javed (Eternal Flame) group led by Rahim 

Mahrnudi. All of them professed different shades of Marx

ist ideology. In July 1977, the two most organised and 

14. V.D. Chopra, Inside AfghaQiStQn, Patriot Publi
shers, New Delhi, 1985, p. 16. 

15. The word Saur means April. The Saur ,Revolution, 
therefore, meaAs a revolution which took place 
ita April. 
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popular factions, Khalq and Parcham, after abandoning 

their ideological differences, reunited to oppose 

Daoud under the banner of PDPA. They engineered a 

coup on 27th April 1978 against Daoud, who was over

thrown with the active participation of armed forces 

of the country. This change of political power carne 

to be known as Saur Revolution. The Republic of Afgha

nistan was renamed as the Democratic Republic of Afgha

nistan (DRA). 

Birth Agony of a New System 

The new government was formed with Noor Mohammad 

Taraki as the Prime Minister and Babrak Ka.rmal as the 

Deputy Prime Minister. After the success of the Revolu

tion the PDPA party could not, however, remain united. 

Right from its foundation in 1965 the party had diff-

erences. In this factional fight, Hafizullah Amin, FDPA leader 

made alliance with Taraki and got Parchamites removed 

from the positions of power. Kannal was sent to Prague 

as Ambassador. The Soviets however, tri.ed to persuade 

Taraki in regaining control of affairs from Amin and to 

accommodate the Parcham faction in the affairs of 

Afghanistan. This matter is believed to have been the 

main theme for discussion at a meeting between Nur 

Mohammad Taraki and President Leonid Brezhnev held in 
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Moscow on September 10, 1979. 16 When on September 11, 

1979 1 Taraki returaed to Kabul, Amin led a coup
1 

Taraki 

was removed from office following a shootout at the 

Presidential Palace on 14 September 1979. Now the 

Khalq party got further divided into pro-Taraki and 

pro-Amin factions. Now Arnin took over as the Secre-

t ary General of the Party and Chainnan of the Revo-

lutionary Council. On 15 September Amin dismissed 

the Ministers of Interior and Foreiga Affairs. Soon 

after, Taraki was officially reported to have died. 

It was under these circumstances that on 27 

December 1979, Soviet army with 50,000 troops ente~ 

into Afghanistan. The Soviet Military contingent came 

on the request made by the government of the Democratic 

Republic of Afghanistan in conformity with Article 4 

of the Treaty of Friendship, co-operation and Good-

neighbourliness between the Democratic Republic of 

Afghanistan and the Soviet Union dated December 51 

1978. It provided that both the sides Hshould consult 

each other and take agreed and appropriate measures to 

ensure security, independence and territorial integrity~' 17 

-
16. Dev Morarka, The Russian Intervention, A Moscow 

Analysis; Round~Table, London, No. 282, April 
1981. 

17. YU. v. Gankovsky a~d otQers, A History of Afgha
nistan, op. cit.,p. 318. 
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The Soviets even claimed that their. action was in accor-

dance with the UN Charter, which states that "Nothing in 

the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of 

individual or collective self defences if an armed att-

ack occurs against a member of the United Nations, until 

the Security Council has taken measures necessary to 

18 maintain international peace and security". 

The overthrow of Amin and the assumption by Bab

rak Karmal of the leadership of the Party and the Revo-

lutionary Council in December 1979, heralds the begi-

nning of a second stage in the April Revolution. After 

his corning to power, Babrak Karrnal initiated the progra-

rnme of merging all partiotic, progressive and democratic 

forces in the country to fo.rm a broad based front. The 

Soviet Union made all possible efforts to encourage the 

new leadership into enlisting popular support for the 

revolutionary regime in Kabul. But Babrak Kannal also 

did not succeed in re-uniting the progressive forces in 

the country. This became a road block iD capturing the 

advantages of Saur ReV-olution. After the failure of 

his campaign of broadening the base of the party, Babrak 

Karmal was replaced by Najibullanin 1986. Najib, after 

his coming to power announced the policy of national 

reconciliation for accomodating other groups in the 

18. u N Charter, Chapter VII, Article 51. 
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government. He succeeded in getting a new constitu-

tion adopted, local and parliamentary elections held 

and a coalition government formed in June 1988.
19 

The 

policy of national reconciliation partly helped in the 

conclusion of the Geneva Agreement. 

The successive changes of government after the 

Saur Revolution exhibit the nature of internal dynam-

ics of the party which captured power in 1978. The 

PDPA which worked unitedly for capturing power, did 

not present a cohesive political force to carry on 

the programme of restruct ~.\\ring Afghan society after 

the revolution made a success. The leaders of the 

party took the unimaginative steps of making a short-

cut of transfertiugpower from the feudal class to the 

working class. Though the goal was right, their means 

for attaining at were wrong. They, therefore, sought 

military method to bring revolutio~ry changes in the 

Afghan society. Their idea was to seek popular supp-

ort after the success of revolution by executing 

socio-economic measures. The groups entrusted with 

the task of economic and social reforms were politi-

cal workers recruited from the uroan centres 

19. D. Kaushik. Soviet Union And The Afghan Ques
tion (Mimeo), 1988, p.p. 11-12. 
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of the country and therefore were devoid of the 

"experience of the rural condi tions"?0 ·rhis indi-

cates that the party lacked mass base, which resulted 

in the failure of the execution of revolutionary eco-

nomic and social programmes and also in the factional 

fight for the loaves and fishes associated with the 

positions of power. The political changes were also 

rooted in the differences over the strategic perce-

ption and the personality clash for securing control 

in the party and the government. The rift had surfa-

ced first in 1967. After the coup of 1973 led by 

Mohammad Daoud, the Parcham remained soft to the 

regime in the belief that it was a distinct improve-

ment upon the monarchy. But later Parcham acted in 

close collaboration with the progressive forces dur-

ing April Revolution. In the post-revolution period 

Hafi-zullah Amin was responsible for creating insta.; ·~ 

bility. He first got Parcham removed from the posi-

tions of power and subsequently got Taraki removed 

from the government. According t:m.a Soviet scholar, 

"Amin • s bloody purges, which had weakened the party 

and the state apparatus discredited progressive 

ideas in the eyes of the masses, making the inter

ventions. offensive easier". 21 Such a factional fight 

20. M.S. Agwani, op. cit.,p. 562 

21. Boris Petkov, Af9hanistan Today, Sterling 
Publishers, New Delhi, 1983, p. 14. 
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only helped in str~ngthening the forc~s of counter 

revolution. 

The successive changes in government also 

created a big refugee problem iri the country. The 

radical socio-economic measures adopted by the revol-

utionary governments of Afghanistan alienated the 

powerful mullahs, annoyed the landed aristocracy, 

created a sizeable armed insurgency against the regime 

and led to the exodus of people from Afghanistan to 

Iran and Pakistan. According to Pakistan government, 

"109,900 refugees poured into Pakistan in the w;1keof 

the (Su.ur) coup. When Taraki w,as overthrown in Sept-

tember 1978 by Hafizulla Amin, the numbers of rufugees 

reached 19 3,000. The exodus has cant inued, and in Hay 

1983 they numbered 2.8 million. n
22 The Afghan govern-

ment have outrightly rejected the Pakistani claim over 

the number of refugec'!s crossing the border of the 

country. In any case the exodus of such a huge n1.l.r.lber 

of refugees into Iran and Pakistan is no longer a 

deniable fact. 

Behind The Russian Move 

The Soviet move of sending armed forces created 

22. K.S.R. Menon, Pakistan•s Foreign Policy: The l\fgh_an 
Refugee Factor, Strategic Analysis_, New Delhi,Volo VIII. 
No-4, July 1984, p. 305. 
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a world wide controversy about the Soviet intentions 

and the future oi: the sovereignty of Afghanistan. 

An Indian diplomat described the event as "unpre-

cedented in the history of our region" which resul-

ted in an "ideological and strategic confrontation" 

in Afghanistan. 
2 3 

To identify the reasons for such 

a Soviet move in Afghan is not an easy task. There 

are conflicting evidences and interpretations to 

the circumstances that led to the Soviet action. 

However, an objective analysis of various determin-

ing factors would help in explaining the So,rfe,t ar-

med action in Afghanistan. 

Balance of International Forces 

There is a section of opinion believing that 

the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan was done to 

meet the challenge posed by the international for-

ces operating at that time. The new international 

political environment, particularly the relation-

ship between two super powers since the mid seven-

ties, compelled the Soviet Union to intervence in 

Afghanistan so that its interests remained intact. 

It is under these circumstances that the Soviet 

2 3. A., K. Damodaran, Soviet Action in Afghanistan, 
International Studies, J.N.u., New Delhi, 
1980, p. 591. 
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Union tried to make its presence .felt through keep

ing Afghanistan under its control. Those who believe 

in this hypothesis put forward a number of evidences 

in support of it. 

Contradiction in American Foreign Policy:- The 

US policy under Carter of resolving international 

differences through negotiations failed to convince 

the Soviet Union of its sincerety of purpose. The 

Soviet Union, by that time, had made significant 

advances in modernising their navy and upgrading the 

ground forces in Europe. The contradictions in the 

American foreign policy angered the Soviet Union. 

In such a background, Moscow thought it fit to supp

ort revolutionary movements in the under-developed 

countries. The American vacillation in its foreign 

deali~gs and the rise in military power of the Sovi

et Union encouraged Moscow to exhibit its newly acqu

ired status in the international field. Hence, the 

Soviet interven·ed in Afghanistan. 

Threat from China:- There was another deve

lopment in the world politics. The relationship be

tween Chica and the USA took a new turn towards fri

endship and understanding. The United States agreed 

to sale of arms and technology to China. This deve

lopment changed the strategic environment around the 
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Soviet Union. The USSR perceived it as a highly 

dangerous development against its own security. 

China • s improving relations with Pakistan also was 

considered to be against the interest of the Sovi-

et Union. The new situation emerging around China 

convinced the Soviets ••that China's hostility to-

wards the Soviets would continue unabated." The 

Chinese activities in Xinjiang and AmiR 1 s increas-

ing inclination towards the west confounded the 

Soviet fears that these might be a strategic pro-

blem if not attended in time. Under these circtun-

stances, it is argued that even though China might 

not have been "the main factor", there appears to 

be reason to believe that "it significantly infl uen-

ced the perceptions of the strategic problems con

fronting the Soviet Union at the end of the 70s". 24 

The Soviet intervention must have a root in this 

perception of the regional strategic situation. 

Military Balance in the Gulf:- The scenario 

of the Gulf presented significant changes in the 70s. 

The fall of Haile Sellasie in 1975, the collapse of 

Shah of Iran's regime in 1979 and the rise of revolu-

tionary movements in Africa, all these together 

24. Maya Chadha, Super Power Rivalry in South west 
Asia: The Afghan Crisis 1979_, India Quarterly, New Delhi. 
December 1981, p.p. 511-512. 
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changed the strategic behaviour of the United States 

and the Soviet Union, so far as the .fvliddle East was 

concerned. "By 1979, United States policy was not 

only determined to resist every Soviet move in the 

Gulf, it had reinforced its military presence there 

and embarked on one of the greatest peace time pro

grammes of re-armament, in response to what it consi

dered was a growing challenge". 25 The exit of Shah 

was a favourable factor for the Soviet Union. It 

was Shah who had persuaded Daoud to be more inde

pendent of the USSR and helped him to suppress Commu

nists in Afghanistan. It was Shah who was responsi

ble for negotiating a peace settlement on ?ushtoon 

istan issue between Kabul and Pakistan. Moreover, 

the Soviet Union was aware that America would rein

force arms in the Gulf to fill the vacuum. Under 

these strategic circumstances, the most 11effective 

way for the Soviets to counter this was to extend 

its own power into the region 11
• Looking at the bala

nce of power in the Gulf, the relevance of "the 

Soviet intervention in Afghanistan is only too obvi

ous to need any further elaboration".26 

Conquest of the Region 

There is another view that the Soviet inter-

25. Ibid, P• 513. 

2 6. Ibid. 
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vention in Afghanistan in 1979 was motivated by the 

Russian desire to conquerthe re~ion. This line of 

thinking is based on several presumptions. It is 

that Soviets harboured a desire of territorial 

expansion by keeping Afghanistan under control. In 

support of this view three points hav~ been made. 

First, the Soviet economic involvement in Afghani-

stan had gone on increasing since the Sa,ur Revolution. 

It did not want to forego this advantage. Second, 

the defence of the social revolution in sovereign 

country has been a shared responsibility of the 

Soviet Union. The Soviet intervention is inter-

preted as a move to defend an established post-

revolutionary government in Afghanistan. And third, 

the rise of fundamentalism in west Asia in general 

and Iran in particular had frightened Soviet Union 

about the possibility of religious revivalism in 

parts of the USSR which are predominan-

Muslim. Th~ fall of the revolutionary governm-

in Afghanistan and its replacement by religious 

would have created difficult 

situation in the Soviet Union. Afghanistan, there

fore, was to be kept'under control. 

According to this school of thought, the Soviet 
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:J.nned intervention in Afghanistan was a culculu.ted 

moYe of the Soviet Union to come close to the warm 

water ports o.t the blue waters of the Indian Ocean. 

As the alternative routes are beset with enormous 

difficul~s and have to be traversed long distances, 

Afghanistan under the Soviet control would serve the 

purpose. It is pointed out that the Soviet Union 

has both economic and strategic interests in coming 

close to the Indian Ocean. A considerable part of 

the external trade of Soviet Union is carried on 

through the Indian Ocean. Besides, the potential 

of Siberian resources and thereby the future of 

Soviet economic growth, is heavily linked with the 

sea routes through Indian Ocean. In addition to 

this, the Indian Ocean is of strategic importance 

to the Soviet Union, as it has tremendous potential 

to demonstrate military power in Asia. The US has 

already established a number of bases in Asia. "With 

the successful Soviet occupation of Afghanistan, Sov-

iet military forces are within 300 miles of the 

Indian Ocean". 27 The American government took a very 

27. P.vasudevan, The Afghan Crisis and Super
pov.J8r Strategies, India Quarterl;t;i New nenn., 
Decero~r, :1980i'-pip# ·288-289. 
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serious note of the potential strength of Soviet 

navy once the Russians acquired major regional port 

facilities. The Americans, thus, arrived at three 

grave consclusions. "First, the Pers.ian Gulf was 

the most likely flash point for confrontation bet

ween the United States and the Soviet Union. Secon

dly, if Moscow took control of Gulf oil, it would 

destroy NATO and the American-Japanese aliance with

out recourse of war by the Soviets. Thirdly, Moscow 

might be tempted to exploit the political turmoil 

in I ran to change the world balance of Power". 28 

It \vas under these perceptions that the American 

side kept on interpreting the Soviet intervention 

in Afghanistan as an expansionist design to conquer 

the region. 

Internal DynamiC.§. 

The most plausible explanation of Soviet inter

vention must be sought in the internal dynamics of 

Afghanistan. Though there can not be a single factor 

in the world politics, there must be a powerful ingre

dient triggering a political event at a particular 

time. In this context, the dynamics of events inside 

Afghanistan surpasses all other arguments while examin

ing the context of Soviet intervention in 1979. There 

28. Bhawani sen Gupta, op. cit, p. 63. 
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is no reasonable basis to establish that the Soviets 

had a grand plan to physically conquer the country. 

It is, worthwhile to investigate as to how far the 

internal situation of Afghanistan was responsible for 

attracting the Soviet action to meet the prevailing 

exigencies. For this, the factors responsible for 

creating internal instability and the forces of 

external. threat must be examined. 

The beg~g of the Afghan crisis can be 

traced back to the year 1973 when Mohammad Daoud 

overthre\v the monarchy. Communists had supported 

Daoud in the hope of emergence of a democratic Afghani

stan. But Daoud turned authoritarian, til ted to the 

west and became friendly with the Shah of Iran. The 

economy continued to remain stagnant through out t-rith 

the result that the material living conditions of t~e 

people never made any substantial improvement. Besides, 

religion played an important role in determining the 

political behaviour of the people. These are the two 

important parametres that ha'Je been responsible for 

de-.,;stablising any political set up irrespective of 

the policy measures announced by the successive govern

ments. 

During the first phase of his government from 
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1953 to 1963, Daoud was inclined towards Soviet 

Union. In quite contrast to this, the following 

decade from 1963 to 1973 under King zahir Shah 

witnessed American, Iranian and Islamic influences. 

During the second phase of his rule, Daoud who in 

1973 proclaimed himself as President after deposing 

the King, initiated a number of radical reforms which 

angered the feudal elements and also the conservative 

Muslims of the country. On the other hand, he promu.-

lgated a ban on the progressive groups. This aliena

ted the left wing from him. All these together indi

cate that the efi:ective political power in Afghanistan 

all through remained limited to a very small group of 

the ruling families. The masses, whose economic 

status and world view never changed, were out of the 

power game. 

After the Saur Revolution two tendencies have 

been determining the course of events in Afghanistan, 

first, the factional fight between the Khalq and Par

cham groups, and second, the quest for power. Though 

there has always been a rivalry bettveen Khalq and 

Parcham, the purge of Percharnite after the success of 

Revolution deepened the bad blood between them. The 

successive fall of Taraki and Amin is a product of 

feud between Khalq and Parcharn. In addition, there 
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has always been a se'-'lrch for personal po-wer even at the 

cost of ideology. 0 f ,!IDlin, it is said that he was not 

only a ruthless Marxist but also an opportunist will

ing to change sides if the price was high enough. 29 

The past•Saur Revolution period was marked by the 

intemal feuds based on personal desire for power, 

which kept the regime always internally unstable. 

The other disturbing factor working during the 

period just after Saur-Revolution was the activities 

of the political groups opposed to the regimes in 

power. These groups have been kept alive, encoure-

ged and helped by foreign powers like Iran and China 

·-
in general and Pakistan and America in particular. 

In 1979, China tried to set up a Muslim Republic of 

Pamir on the Afghan territory which would not have 

been foiled had the Afghans and the Russians been 

t . '1 t 30 t i h k. no v1g1 en • I s an open secret t at Pa 1stan 

not only instigated the rebels but also provided arms 

and money with the object of establishment of the 

fundamentalist government in Kabul and also for sec-

uring the continued and increased supply of American 

arms and money. After having an overview 

29. M. s. Agwani, op. cit. p. 269. 
I 

30. Dev Murarka~ op, Cit, , p.l27. 



of this it b~comes abundantly clear that the develop

ments during 1978-79 in and around Afghanistan were 

very disturbing. The country was passing through a 

very difficult time. "Both the internal instability 

and the external threat-across perhaps the world • s 

most porous border made the Soviet reaction to the 

situation in Kabul almost inevitable 11
• 

31 The Soviet 

Union only tried to defend its f~dly neighbour 

from internal subversion and external armed inter

ference, both being the product of the internal 

crisis in Afghanistan. 

SUHMING UP 

An analysis of the motives and circumstances 

behind the Russian intervention in 1979, clearly 

indicates that Russia got involved mostly for the 

sake of Afghanistan. From all accounts, it appears 

plausible to conclude that Russia neither had an 

expansionist desire nor did it act to combat the US 

arms penetration in the Gulf. The Soviet interven

tion was caused largely due to the internal problems 

in Afghanistan. This view is based on several facts. 

First, the Soviet Union did not interfere during the 

first armed uprising in April 1978. There is there

fore, no special reason as to why it could have 

31. A.K.Damodaran, op. cit., p. 584. 
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interfered in 1979 when a pro-Hoscow government -vns 

already in existence. Even an American political 

analyst has observed that the "Soviet Mili tar_t per-

sonnel may have played an advisory role during the 

fighting which follov-1ed the start of the coup, but 

if so, they were probably as surprised as everyone 
32 else at the rapid flipflop of events". Second, 

it must be either a trap or a misguided judgement 

that Russia moved so quickly and so powerfully. 

This is attested by the fact that the Russian mili-

tary move in Afghanistan did not open any additional 

advantage in terms of Soviet security which it never 

had before. In effect the Soviet armed interven-

tion in a sovereign nation, had a disturbing effect 

upon the Soviet relations with the countries of the 

third world in general and the Muslim countries in 

particular. 33 

Third, right from the very beginning the So-

viets have been maintaining that its military support 

to Afghanistan is geared to the specific circumstances 

and limited in time horizon. To quote an Indian anal-

yst, "the Soviet objective was.to prevent Afghanistan 

32. Cited in M.S.Agwani, op. cit, p. 571. 

33. M.S.Agwani, op. cit., p. 571. 
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from becoming a hostile base rather than to retain 

it as a strategically, or as a model socialist 

34 
st ates 11

• The Soviet Union, all through without 

any deviation, has been claiming that the Soviet 

troops would be withdrawn as soon as the foreign 

interference in the internal affairs of Afghanistan 

is stopped. Mr. Brezhnev is on record having sta• 

ted that "we will be ready to commence the withdrawill of our 

troops as soon as all forms of outside interference 

directed against the government and the people of 

Afghanistan are fully terminated. Let the US to-

gether with the neighbours of Afghanistan guarantee 

this and then the need of Soviet military assistance 

will cease to exist 11
• 

35 

And fourth, it is mainly due to the US and 

vlestern propaganda that the Soviet action has been 

projected as almost an invasion on a sovereign na-

tion. In reality, Soviets came on the request from 

the Afghan government and under the bilateral tre-

aty. In reality; the US desires the continuation 

of Soviet involvement in Afghanistan, Which would 

legitimise the military activity of the United States 

34. D.Kaushik, Soviet Union and the Afghan Ques
tion: Ne1., perspective (Mirneo) , 19881 p. s. 

35. See B. Sen Gupta, The Afghan Syndrome, Vikas 
Publishing House, Delhi, 1982, p.p. 89-90. 
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in the Gulf region and also create additional pro-

blems for the Soviet Union both on the domestic and 

external fronts. 

An analysis of the circumstances that led to 

the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan, brings to 

the fore two points. First, that the decision was 

not taken in haste without proper consideration. 

Second, that an intervention was not a predetermi-

ned inevitable consequence of growing Soviet invol

vement in Afghanistan. 
36 

The Soviet military act-

ion in Afghanistan v1as to ward off the serious threat 

faced by the Afghan revolution and also to maintain 

the security of the Soviet Union's southern border. 

'The developments that led to the Geneva agreement, 

the subsequent withdrawal of Soviet forces and the .. 

initiation of dialogue with the Afghan rebels tend 

to show that the Soviet Union had no territorial 

d~sitns over Afghanistan. It is in this context 

that the UN organisation has played a key role in 

resolving the Afghan crisis by a negotiated settle-

rnent between all the contending parties - Afghanistan, 

Pakistan, USSR and USA. 

36. oev Murarka, op. cit. p. 131. 
I 
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The United nations was established vvi th a view 

to maintain internatio:1al peace and national security. 

To achieve this end the organisation is authorised to 

take collective measures to prevent and remove threats 

to the peace and to suppress acts of aggre;,sion of 

other breaches of the peace and also to bring al:::out 

the settlement by peaceful means of international 

disputes or situations which migh-t lead to a breach 

of the peace. The principal organs created for 

attaining this object were the General Assembly, in 

which all meml:ers s:--1ould l:e represented, 3.nd the 

Security Council, in which five Permanent Hemrers 

v.Tere given the key position. This object is clearly 

stated in the opening words of the charter of the 

United Nations which re~ds 1 : "v-Je the people of 

United Nations determined to save succeeding gene rat-

ions from tbe scourage of war h lVe agreed to este1bli sh 

an internutional organisation to be known 2s the 

United Nations". 2 And since then, all problems, 

where peace is considered to te disrupted, are referred 

to this world organisation for discussion and for 

resolution of the conflict situation. 

1. 

2. 

The Charter of the United Nations referred to 
hereinafter as Charter. 

K. P. Saksena, The United Nations and Col:'e ctive 
Security, D. K. Pub1ishing House, Delhi'; 1974, 
P. 391. 
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The role of the U.N. in restoring peace, wher

ever and whenever disturbed, is conducted through the 

provisions of the charter. There are 19 chapters in 

addition to an opening sentence, in the Charter of 

the United Nations. All together, these chapters 

contains 111 articles defining the purpose, com

position, role of the United Nations. 

For the purposes of this study 1 chapter VI-

' Specific settlement of Disputes•, and Chapter VII

action with respect to 'Threats to the Peace, Breach 

of the Peace and Acts of Aggression•, are particular

ly relevant. These two chapters contain the provis

ions under which the UN takes up the issue and decides 

about the course of action. In these chapters, there 

are altogether 19 articles, (Nos. 33 to 51)- which deal 

with the problem of security. In addition to these 1 

there is one more article 2, Section 7 which is also 

referred in such a situation. This article, which 

was also referred to in the case of Afghan issue at 

the U.N. reads as: 

"Nothing contained in the present Charter 

shall authorise the United Nations to inter

vene in matters which are essentially within 

the domestic jurisdiction of any state or 
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shall require the Members to submit such 

matters to settlement under the present 

Charter; but this principle shall not pre

judice the application of enforcement measu

res under chapter VII". 3 

While debating the issue of Afghanistan, Article 51 

was also referred. It reads as under: 

''Nothing in the present Charter impairs the 

inherent right of individual or collective 

self-defence if an armed attack occurs against 

a Member of the United Nations, tmtil the 

Security Council has taken measures necessary 

to maintain international peace and security. 

Measures taken by Members in the exercise of 

this right of self-defence shall be immediately 

reported to the security Council and shall not 

in a way affect the authority and responsibi

lity of the Security Council under the present 

charter to take at any time such action as it 

deems necessary in order to maintain or restore 

international peace and security". 4 

3. Ibid, p.- 392. 

4. Ibid, p. 40 6. 
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It is under these Articles of the Charter that 

the UN discusses issues relating to the problem of 

security among the member countries. During the last 

42 years, since the UN came into existence, this world 

body has debated and taken actions on a large number 

of issues. Its long experience in resolving various 

security problems, has brought some important featu

res to the fore. Firstly, "the impact of the system 

i.e. environment on the Organisation has far surpassed 

the impact of the Organisation on the system". 5 Second, 

the Members while seeking approval or otherwise of the 

United Nations have made this world organisation "the 

most significant purveyor of international endorsement 

or otherwise of the legitimacy of the claims and acts 

of States". 6 Third, it has become an established pro-

cedure of the United Nations ''to call sovereign states 

to explain and justify their conduct or omission or 

commission before the world forum". 7 And fourth, the 

United Nations is not a world government and therefore 

it has to act "without the necessary coercive force 

s. K. P. Saksena, Afghan Conflicts and the UN, .. 
In~ernational Studies, op~. cit.,~:-, . 'I • -~. 

p~ 662. 
-·-

6. Ibid • . 
7. Ibid. 
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to implement its decisions. 8 These experie.nces of 

the UN define the broad pattern of the UN role in 

resolving conflicts. These also determine the range 

of peace maintaining possibility by this world body. 

THE DEBATES IN U»>TED NATIONS 

Developments in Afghanistan beginning Decem

ber 1979, which led to military intervention by the 

Soviet Union evoked world-wide reaction particularly 

from USA, Islamic countries and the third world 

countries. It was the general opinion that the 

intervention occurred in utter defiance of some of 

the basic principles of the UN charter such as the 

non-interference in internal affairs of any state, 

respect for territorial affairs of any state, res

pect for territorial integrity and sovereignty of 

any state and non-use of force in international 

relations. The problems of human rights als<;> came 

to be associated with the Afghan crisis and lakhs of 

Afghan refugees had fled to Iran and Pakistan. It 

was under these circumstances that the Afghan question 

was brought to the Security Council in ,January 1980. 

e. Ibid., p. 663. 
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CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTION . IN 'SECURITY COUNCIL 

The Afghanistan question was brought by 52 

Member States on 3 January 1980,9 to the Security 

Counci~ as it meets in a continuous session and has 

the primary responsibility for maintenance of inter-

national peace and security. They called for an 

urgent meeting of the council to consider the situa-

tion in Afghanistan and its implications for inter-

national peace and security. This group which inclu

ded 10 Islamic nations, 10 insisted that the Soviet 

intervention had destablished the area and threa~-

ened international peace and security. The Security 

9. The signatory States were: Australia, Bahamas, 
Bahrain, Bangladesh, Belgium, canada, Chile, 
China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Domini
can Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, 
Fiji, Germany, Federal Republic of, Greece, 
Haiti, Honduras, Iceland, Indonesia, Italy, 
Japan, Liberia, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Nether
lands, New Zealand, Norway, Oman, Pakistan, 
Panama, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Portu
gaol]., Saint- LQe±a, Samoa, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, 
Saint Lucia, Singapore, Somalia, Spain, Suriname, 
Sweden, Thailand, Turkey, Uganda, United Kingdom, 
United States, uruguay, venezuela. 

10. These are Bahrain, Bangladesh, Egypt, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Oman, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Senegal 
and Turkey. 
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Council discussed this issue from 5th to 9th January 

1980. The issue was brought before the Council after 

a week of the Soviet military action in Afghanistan. 

Two main factors seem to explain the delay in bringing 

the matter before the Security Council. Firstly, 

Czecho-Slovakia, a member of the warsaw Pact, was 

President of the Security Council upto 31st December 

1979, after which France took over. Secondly, u.s. 

and other western powers seemed to be more interested 

in deriving political advantage by launching anti-

Soviet progapanda. 

During this debate I the United states and other 

western powers adopted a ''corridor diplomacy" and 

took a back seat in the fonnal proceedings allowing 

the non-aligned countries and others to take the

initiative in sponsoring a draft resolution. 11 

During the debate Members expressed different 

opinions as to whether the Soviet action was an out-

side interference or an internal matter of Afghanistan. 

Participants in the debate, as usual, tvere divided in 

their sympathies, either towards the Soviet side or 

-
11. The resolution was sponsored by a group of 

6 countries namely- Bangladesh, Jamaica, 
Nigar, Philipines, Tunisia and Zambia. 
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against it. In the debate, the representatives of USSR 

and German Democratic Republic opposed the adoption of 

the agenda maintaining that the consideration of the 

events in Afghanistan represented interference in the 

internal affairs of a Member State. 

Altogether Security Council held six meetings 

between 5 to 9 January 1980. Supporting the Afghan 

arguments, the USSR saw in the attempts of some States 

to describe the Soviet presence as a threat to peace 

and security as a pretext to distract attention of 

the world opinion from real facts relating to foreign 

intervention in the internal affairs of Afghanistan.12 

It explained that the Soviet action had become impera-

tive following intervention by the USA and certain 

other powers including China in the internal affairs 

of Afghanistan. It justified its action which was 

taken in adherance to the provisions of the Soviet 

Afghan Treaty of Friendship, Goodneighbourliness and 

co-operation, 13 and also in an attempt to preserve 

peace and stabili-ty in that party of the .world.l~;i :The 

USSR warned that it would not allow Afghanistan •to 

12. . UN Chronicle, Vol. 17, No. S, March 1980, 
p. 9. 

13. This __ treaty was signed in Moscow on 5 December 
1978. 

14. UN Chronicle, op.' cit. 
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be turned into a beach head for preparation of im-

perialist aggression against it". However, the Soviet · 

Union assured the Security Council that it would with-

draw its armed forces, once the causes responsible for 

the Soviet action were removed. 

Supporting the Soviet view, Bulgaria, Czecho-

slovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Hungary, 

the Lao People's Democratic Republic, Poland, Mongolia 

and Vietnam held the views that consider~tion by the 

Security Council of the situation in Afghanistan ,.,as 

legally unfounded, politically wrong and counter-produc-

tive. They believed that Afghanistan had the right to 

request help from a state with which it had a legally 

binding treaty and that the temporary presence in Afgha

nistan of a limited Soviet military contingent did not 

represent a threat to international peace and Security. 15 

Among those which stated that Soviet military 

intervention in Afghanistan had caused instability in 

the area and threatened international peace and Security 

were Australia, Bangladesh, Canada, China, Democratic 

Kampuchea, Egypt, the Federal Republic of Germany, 

Italy, Jamaica, Japan, the Netherlands, New zealand, 

15. Year Book of.the United Nations, New York, 
19801 Pe 298. 
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the Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Portugal, Saudi 

Arabia, Spain, Tunisia, ·rurkey, ·rhe United Kingdom, 

venezuela, YUgoslovia·, .. Zaire and zambia. Chile and 

Somalia added that the real motive for the USSR • s 

aggression was furtherence of its hegemonic policies, 

and that USSR was trying to reach the Indian ocean, 

control all transportation sealanes and seize oil 

d . 16 pro uc~ ng are as. 

Among the countries in the immediate vicinity 

of Afghanistan, which were not members of the Council, 

only Pakistan joined the debate. India and Iran did 

not participate in the discussion. According to 

Pakistan's representative the Soviets intervened in 

Afghanistan on "the pretext of protecting Afghanistan 

from a hypothetical outside interference 11
• Pakistan 

called for immediate and unconditional withdrawal of 

the Soviet armed forces and creation of conditions 

which would enable the Afghan people to determine 

their own government without foreign interference. 

Supporting Pakistan's view, China condemned the 

"aggression of the USSR, and at the same time, did not 

accept the justification by the USSR of its interven

tion in accordance with Soviet-Afghan treaty under 

·-
16. Ibid. 
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Article 51 of the ill-1 Charter. 17 China viev-Jed the 

Soviet action in Afghanistan as a south\varcl drive for 

Horld hegemony. It urged the Security Council to 

condemn the Soviet aggression in strongest terms, and 

to demand firmly the withdrawal of all Soviet armed 

forces from Afghanistan. The United States also con-

demned the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan and 

accused the USSR of overthrowing the Arnin Government 

and invading Afghanistan under a careful plan. It 

did not accept the Soviet view that Article 51 of 

the Charter provided for the right of self defence. 

It believed that the Soviets had in fact violated the 

Afghan-Soviet Treaty of Friendship, as the USSR was 

obliged under this treaty to respect Afghanistan's 

national sovereignty and to refrain from interferring 

in its internal affairs. The United Kingdom expressed 

the view that the present situation in Afghanistan 

constituted a threat to international peace and 

security and it urged the Security Council to condemn 

it 18 
• 

In its consideration of the Afghanistan situa-

tion, the Security Council heard statements from its 

17. u.N._ Chronicle, Vol. 17, No. 5, March 1980, 
p.p. 10-11. 

18. Ibido 
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Members and 32 others States at their request and 

without tlle right to vote. These States belonged to 

the non-aligned group, Yugoslavia, for example, suppor-

ted the call of the non-aligned members of Security 

Council for immediate withdrawal of all foreign troops 

from Afghanistan. 19 
Egypt, another important non-

aligned participant, urged the Security Council to 

demand the immediate withdraw~of the Soviet forces 

from Afghanistan and termination of its interference 

in the domestic affairs of Afghanistan. 20 

on 7 January 19801 the Security Council consi

dered a draft resolution sponsored by Banglatlesh, 

Jamaica, the Niger, the Philippines, Tunipia and 

Zambia. The draft resolution would have had the 

council "re-affirm its conviction that the preser-

vation of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and 

political independence of every state was fundamental 

principle of the Charter, a violation of which on any 

pretext was contrary to its aims and purposes; deeply 

deplore the armed intervention in Afghanistan, which 

was inconsistent with that principle; and affirm that 

the sovereignty, territorial integrity, political 

19. Ibid.~ p.p. 10-17. 

20. Ibid. 
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independence and non-aligned status of Afghanistan 

had to be fully respected. The council would have 

called for the immediate and unconditional withdrawal 

of all foreign troops from Afghanistan in order to 

enable its people to dete:rmine their own fonn of 

government and choose their economic, political and 

social systems fi~e from any outside intervention, 

coercian or constraint, requested the Secretary-

General to report within two weeks on progress in 

implementing this resolution, and decided to remain 

seized of the question. tt21 

When the draft resolution was put to vote, it 

t.Hs vetoed by the Soviet Unionf2 To ave rcome the dead-

lock, Philippines and Mexico presented a procedural 

dr3ft resolution on 9 January 1980. It invoked the 
. 23 

provisions of 11Uniting for Peace" Resolution. When 

put to vote, the draft received 12 votes in favour, 2 

against (GDR & USSR) and 1 abstention (Zambia). 24 Its 

adoption as resolution 462 (1980) led to the convening 

of an Emergency Special Session of the General Assembly, 

to examine the situation in Afghanistan. 

21. Year Book of United Nations, 1980, p. 301. 

22. . The pattern of Voting in the 15 - Member Security 
Council was, 13 in favour, 2 against ( GDR & USSR). 

23. This resolution 377A(V) was adopted by General 
Assembly on 3 November 1950. 

24.' Year Book of United Nations, 1980. p. 298 
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Action by the General Assembly. 

The General Assembly considered the situation in 

~fghanistan and its implications for international peace 

and security during the sixth emergency Special session 

.25 
held from 10 to 14 January 1980. Some seventy four 

delegates participated in the ensuing debate. Before 

adoption of the agenda, the Soviet Union and its die-
26 

hard supporters including ofcourse Afghanistan justi-

fied the milita~r action and objected to the discussion 

of Afghan situation in the council describing it as 

"infringing the sovereignty of that country through 

interference in its internal affairs. 27 

In the General Assembly, Afghanistan expressed 
' 

strong opposition to inclusion of the question in the 

agenda repeating the points it made in the security 

Council debate: the sanctity of Article 2 (7}, "imperi-

alist" interference in domestic affairs which it des-

cribed as "undeclared war" by China and the United 

25. This was the Sixth Special Session of the General 
Assembly. Five such sessions have been convened 
so fari first from 1 to 10 Nov. 1 1956 on Suez canal 
crisis, after vetoes by France and UK, second, from 
4 to 10 Nov. 1 1956 on Hungary after veto by USSR. 
Third, from 8 to 21 Aug. , 1958 on Lebanon after veto 
by the us and the USSR; fourth, from 17 to 19 Sept., 
1960 on Congo after veto by the USSR; and fifth from 
17 June to 18 Sept., 1967 on the Middle East oa 
request from USSR. 

26. These included Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, GDR, Hungary, 
Poland, Mongolia, Laos and Vietnam. 

2 7. Year Book of United Nations, 1980, p. 299. 
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States. The foreign Hinister of Afghanistan stated 

that the discussion of this issue was based on mis

conception of developments in his country. He empha

sized that this .,,as an entirely domestic development 

and a bilateral issue betv;een Afghanistan and USSR, 

which in his view "did not constitute any threat to 

peace and security in the area or. in the world at 

large." The Soviet representative justified his 

country•s action of sending troops of Afghanistan as 

being necessary to ensure 11 The survival of the 

l\.pril 1978 revolution 11 and to safeguard the Southern 

border of USSR from externu.J. danger. He claimed that 

this 11mili tary assistance vras compatible 'l.·rl th the 

right of individual and collective self-defence 

enshrined in the Charter. 11 Hung.:1ry and Czechoslovakia 

expressed the view t;1at no country or international 

organisation could interfere 'l.vith bilateral. relations. 

They considered the Soviet action taken in Afghanistan 

to be justified. The German Democratic Republic felt 

that demands for cessation of military assistance 

from the USSR struck at the inalienable right of the 

Afghan people to decide their own fate, which included 

choosing the way and means of ensuring the security 

and independence of their country. Bulgaria regretted 
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that "aid rendered to Afghanistan v1as being v1rongly 

interpreted by some as a blow to the principle of 

non-alignment. Poland charged, external forces had 

been aiding andabetting an armed rebellion aimed at 

overthrowing Afghanistan Government. Mangolia and 

Vietnam too spoke in a similar vein. 

The arguments advanced by Soviet Union and 

its supporters against the inclusion of the Afghani

stan issue in the agenda for discussion by the 

General Assembly, were effectively countered by the 

majority of nations. The lead role •-vas played by 

the Islamic and non-aligned nations and USA, China 

and west European Countries. A majority of represen

tatives participating in the debate regarded the 

Soviet action as interference in the domestic affa

irs of another country in violation of international 

la\v and against the principles of the Charter. Singa

pore, Japan, Pakistan and a number of countries called 

for immediate withdrawal of Soviet troops. All these 

countries e~;ressed doubts about the freedoom of 

choice exercised by Afghanistan in permitting the 

entry of Soviet troops. 

In his opening remarks, the President of the 

Assembly, Salim A. Salim, (United Republic of Tanzania) , 
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said that a threat to peace and security in any part 

of the YX:>rld had, in one way or the other, a direct 

bearing on universal peace and security and thus no 

nation or group of nations could claim immunity 

from such development. He believed that the preser-

vat ion of international peace and security could be 

realized only through respect for the underlying 

principles of the Organization, including that or 

respect for the sovereignty, independence and terri-

torial integrity of all states, of non-interference 

in the domestic affairs of states and of allowin~ 

all states to determine freely their own future and 

their destiny. 

Finally, after the procedural debate the 

agenda Has adopted. On 12th January 1980 1 Pakistan 

introduced on behalf of 24 sponsors28 a draft resolu-

tion similar in content as the one vetoed by the Soviet 

Union in the Security Council. Pakistan described the 

Soviet military action in Afghanistan as "contravention 

of the principles of the Charter and violation of the 

state sovereignty and national independence of Afghanistan".29 __________ , _________ _ 
28. The 24 sponsors of the draft resolution were- Bahrain, 

Bangladesh, Colombia, Costa Rica, Egypt, Fiji, 
Gambia, Ronduras, Indonesia, Halaysia, Niger, Oman, 
Pakistan, Panama, Papua New 'Guinea, The Philippines, 
Samoa, Saudi Arabia, senegal,Singapore, Somalia, 
Thailand, Tunisia, and Uruguay. 

29. u.N. Chronicle,op.cit., P• 6· 
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Expressing concern ove I:' the 1 arge exodus of Afghan 

refugees, the Pakistan representative stated that 

"the presence of foreign troops ,.,JOuld deny the 

inalienable right of the people of Afghanistan to 

detennine their o"t-m destiny and order their internal 

affairs without foreign interference, coercion, or 

domination". 30 Bangladesh, Bolivia, Ecuador, the 

Federal Republic of Gennany, Indonesia, Nepal and 

Urugvay condemned the USSR's act as interference in 

a State • s intemal affairs and called for immediate 

troop withdrawal. Turkey and venezuela called for 

respecting the principle of non-intervention and the 

tenets of the Charter. Spain, Austria, France and 

Halaysi a felt that i:he Soviet action had thre;_ltened 

the policy of detente. The United states urged the 

United Nations to condemn the Soviet intervention in 

Afghanistan. This viewpoint ~,ras shared by Egypt, 

Brazil and Morocco. Democratic Kampuchea, the Gambia 

and the Philippines E~xpressed concern at the increas

ing threat posed to international peace and security. 

According to China, the USSR continued to ignore vrorld 

opinion by stopping up its \•Jar of aggression against 

Afghanistan. Australia and Saudi Arabia 'h€re among 

-----···--
30. Ibid. 
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those vThich called for the restoration of the condi-

tions in which the people of Afghanistan could choose 

their own Government freely and 'l.vithout outside inter-

ference. Malaysia., Peru and Portugal made a similar 

plea. Iran was not only opposed to the Soviet mili-

tary intervention in the domestic affairs of Afghani-

stan, but it also emphasised the illegality of the 

present regime in Afghanistan. Iran, called for the 

immediate and ' .. .mcondi tional withdrawal of the Russi an 

military forces from Afghanistan. Bangladesh, Nepal 

and Sri Lanka also strongly opposed the Soviet inter-

vention in Afghanistan. In contrast to the majority 
of the non-aligned countries, including Yugoslavia, 

which callad for the \-rlthdrawal of soviet troops, 

India opt,::!d to remain neutral. Earlier, it did not 

participate in the deliberc.tions of the Security 

CounciL, In the General Assembly debates, India expres-

sed he.1: opposition to the presence of foreign troops 

and bases in any country, without pointing the fingure 

on any country. In an ind_:f:lect re fe renee to the u.s. 

and Pakistani interference in Afghanistan, India 

st2.ted that it "could not look with equanimity on 

the attempts by some outside pol..Jers to interfere in the 

internal affairs of Afghanistan, by training, anning 

and encouraging subversive elements to create disturbances 
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in Afghanistaf.f.
31 

The Indian representative further said 

that "the Soviet Government had assured our Government 

that its troops v-rent to Afghanistan at the request of 

the Afghanistan Government..... we have been assured 

that the Soviet troops will be withdrawn when requested 

to do so by the Afghanistan Government. we have no 

reason to doubt such assurances, particularly from a 

friendly country with which we have many ties~ u32 

India believed that the discussion in the General 

Assembly was counterproductive as "certain outside 

powers have enmeshed themselves in the dangerous web 

of international power play, based on outmoded doctrines 

of confrontation and that the people of Afghanistan 

are being treated as pa-vms in this terrible game". 

India did not condemn the USSR, nor did it name the 

outside pov.;ers. India was in favour of moderating the 

conflict: "India 1 s voice has been consistently in 

favour of moderation.... we shall achieve nothing by 

. . ,, 33 
confrontationist attitudes or pol1c1es. In later 

sessions, however, India had to say for record, that 

31.'"'. :~" u. N. Chronicle. 1 op •. cit.· , p. 108 • 

.32. A/Es-6/PV.- 3.1 p~- 7. 

3 3. A/ 38/PV. 68 I p. 14. 
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it v-ras "uncompr·::>misingly opposed to the pre:::>ence of 
34 

foreign troops on any soil. 

RESOLU'I'IONS OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

After an .intense debate, the draft resolution 

introduced by paJ;:istan on behalf of 24 sp6nsors, out of 

which 14 were non-aligned states, was adopted by the 

General Assembly on 14 January 1980 . with an ovenvhelming 

majority vote of 104 in favour to 18 against and with 

18 absentions. 35 While deploring the armed interven-

tion in Afghanistan as inconsistent with fundamental 

34. 

35. 
( 1) 

{ 2) 

Ibid. 

The voting on resolution ES-6/2 was as follows:
The Voting in favour: 
Rica, Democratic Kampuchea, Denmark, Djibouti, 

· Domincan Republic, Ecuador, Eg·ypt, El Salvador, 
Fiji, France, Gabon, Gambia, Germany,(Federal 
Republic), Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Guyana, 
Haiti, HonduJ:-as, Iceland, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, 
Ireland, Isre~al, Italy, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, 
Japan, Jordar;., Kenya, Kuv-,ait, Lebanon, Lesotho, 
Liberia, Luxembourg, Malawi, Malaysia, Naldives, 
Malta, Nauritania, Mauritius, Mexico, Horocco, 
Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Niger, Nigeria, 
Norway, oman, Pakistan, Panama, Papua NeH Guinea, 
Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, Qatar, 
Rwanda, Saint Lucia, samoa, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, 
Sierra Leone, Singapore, Somalia, Spain, Sri Lanka, 
Suriname, Swaziland, Sweden, Thailand, Togo, Trinidad 
and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, 
United Kingdom, United Republic of Cameroon, United 
Republic of Ta1nzania, United States, Upper Volta, 
Uruguay, venezuela, Yugoslavia, and Zaire. 

The voting · -· .,Stqainst: 
Afghanistan, An:gola, Bulgaria, Byelorussian SSR, 
Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Democratic Yemen, Ethiopia, 
German Democratic Republic, Grenada, Hungary, Lao 
People's Democratic Republic, Mongolia, Hozambique, 
Poland, Ukrainian SSR, USSR, Viet Nam. 

Continued •••• 
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principles of thE~ Charter, this resolution called for 

"the immediate, unconditional and total withdrawal of 

foreign troops from Afghanistan to enable its people 

to determine their own form of government and choose 

their economic, political arid social systems free from 

outside intervention, subversion, coercion or constraint 

36 
of any kind whatever". The Assembly requested the 

Secretary-General to keep Member States and the Security 

Council promptly and concurrently informed on the 

progress towards the implementation of this resolution, 

and also called upon the Security Council to consider 

ways and means which could assist in its implementation. 

The main highlight: of the resolution has been that all 

parties concerned were urged to assist in bringing 

conditions necessary for the voluntary return of Afghani-

stan refugees to their horne. It should be noted that in 

the resolution neither the USSR Has named nor condemned. 

Perhaps, it was in pursuance of the wish that by not 

seeking specific condemnation of the USSR, the non-

aligned sponsors hoped to persuade the parties to reach 

Contd •••• 
35. ( 3). The abstentions::-

Algeria, Benin, Buiundi, Congo, Cyprus, Equato
rial Guinea, Finland, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, India, 
Madagascar~ t1ali, Nicaragua, Sao Tome and principe, 
Syrian Arab Republic, Uganda, Yemen, Zambia. 

·-
36. r L , u. N. Chronicle, Marcir· 1980 I op. cit., p. s. 
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an amicable settlem~nt of the problem. This attitude 

of restraint continued to guide the u. n. proceedings 

in subsequent sessi,)ns. 

The Afghan cr-isis continued to figure in the 

subsequent debates .t)£: the United Nations General 

Assembly. On 16 July, 1980, the Secretary General 

received a request Eor inclusion in the agenda of the 

thirty fifth (1980) session of the General Assembly of 

an item enlitled "·:he situation in Afghanistan and its 

implications for in,:ernational peace and security." 

The letter was signE:!d by 35 states, majority of which 

were Islamic. The General Assembly considered the 

item at its six meei::ings held from 17 to 20 November 

1980. Opening the debate, the Pakistan Foreign 

Hinister introduced a draft resolution sponsored by 

42 Islamic and non-aligned countries. 

Afghanistan I'oreign Minister regretted that, 

despite his GovernmE!nt•s objections and in violation 

of the Charter, the Assembly had been induced to dis

cuss the 11 so called situation" in Afghanistan. He 

reiterated that events since the 1978 Saur ~~ltl~9n 

were entirely an internal affairs of his country. 

He emphasised that the Assembly should condemn the 
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continuing interference in Afghanistan's internal 

Affairs by imperialistic, hegemonic, and other reac-

tionary forces. He reiterated that ,;,fghanistan was 

prepared to seek a political settlement, as evidenced 

by its comprehensiVE' proposals put forward on 15 May, 
. 37 

1980. 

The Soviet Un1on pointed out that the Assembly 

had chosen to ignore the real external dangers to 

the Snecurity of Afghanistan. The die-hard supporters 

of Soviet Union like Czechoslovakia, G.D.R., Vietnam, 

Democratic Yemen, Lao, HungarJ, Hadagascar, Mozambi-

que, and Poland reiterated their criticism of the 

use of the United Nat:~ons forum for interference in 

the internal affairs of a Member State. 

Majority of Stc;.tes expressed grave concern 

at the continuation of the tense situation in Afghani-

stan and the surrounding region, calling on that coun-

try to settle its p:rob:1.ems through peaceful negotia-

tions and on the USSR to withdraw its forces. Concern 

for the increasing members of refugees in Pakistan was 

also voiced. 

Luxembourg, on. bf~half of the European Economic 

Communit~ rejected any solution that would not give the 

37. _ Year Book of the United Nations, 1980, 
p. 305. 
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Afghan people the r:Lght to choose their own destiny 

and leaders. This viet-·; was shared by Australia, and 

S\'ieden. United St3.tes and Spain charged that instead 

of complying with the Assembly's demand for withdr.:J.,..,.~, 

the USSR had increa~;ed the st~ength of its forces. 

United Kingdom, Kenya, Japan and China also condemned 

the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan. 

India, which abstained from voting, advised the 

participants to observe restraint, rather than appor

tion blame, and warned that a resolution unacceptable 

to the countries directly involved could prove counter

productive. 

On 20 Novembe:c 1980 1 the Assembly adopted the 

resolution by a recoj~ed vote of 111 in favour, to 22 

against with : 12 absentions as resolution 35/37. 

(GA/Res/35/37) • While reiterating the principles 

adopted in the first Resolution, passed in January 1980 

the General Assembly, this time asked the u. !~. Secretary 

General, Kurt waldheim, to appoint a special represen

tative to promote a peaceful settlement of the year v long 

crisis which had affected international peace and 

security. 

This resolution, reiterated that preservation 

of the sovereignty, tE:!rritorial integrity, political 
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independence and no~igned character of Afghani-

stan wus essentiul for a peaceful solution of the 

problem. It reaffirmed the Afghan people's right 

to determine their own form of government and their 

economic, political and social system free from out

side intervention, subversion, coercion or constraint 

of any kind, and called for the immediate withdrawal 

of foreign troops from Afghanistan. The Assembly 

also called on all parties concerned to work for the 

urgent achievement of a political solution and crea

tion of conditions enabling the Afghan refugees to 

return voluntarily to their homes in safety and honour, 

and appealed to all states and na~ional and inter

national organizations to extend humanitarian aid to 

the refugees, in coordination with the United Nations 

High Commissioner for Refugees, to- alleviate their 

hardship. The Assembly expressed appreciation of the 

Secretary General's efforts in the search for a solu

tion to the problem. 

The matter came up for discussion of the General 

Assembly again in 1981. On November 18, 1981 the 

General Assembly adopted a resolution on · · , Afghani

stan by a recorded vote of 116 in favour to 23 against 

with 12 absentions. The draft sponsored by 45 states, 
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Y.l·"2S o. gc.in in trodu ~eo. by PcJds tan. It unce JllOre called 

for immedi<-l te ':Ii thdra·.v-al o£ foreign troops end 

re2f£irrned the .-:,.fghan Peo;:>le's right to determine their 

own form of government. It requested the Secretary-

Gener~l to continue eiLorts for a political solution.38 

During the debate Afghanistan, the Socialist 

countries of Eastern Eu~ope·and others opposed the 

Assembly resolution and called for a negotiated poli-

tical solution and ;ruarantee o£ non-intervention in 

the country's internal affairs. 

Pakistc.n rcpe2ted its old '21rgum·:::mts. It stated 

that K2~'ul auth:-·ri ties wan teo to secure legitimacy 

for their regime. Ir<Jn proposed ;J scheme envisaging 

national elections for an Afghan Parliament that would 

write an Islc.rnic consti tutioni it said details could 

be negotia·ted among the Afghan mujabideen, Pakistan, 

Iran and the USSR as soon as the USSR agreed to recog-

ni ze Afgh.:m rights e.nd ito withdraw its forces. 

!\. nurrU.Jer of speakers, which included represen-

tatives of USA, Canada, China, FRG, France, Nepal etc. 

criticized the USSR for maintaining troops in A£ghani-

stan since December 1979 and called for their prompt 

38. Ibid, p. 304. 
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Those speaking in su:pport of Afghanistan's 

position - the socialist States of Eastern Europe, 

Cuba, Democratic Yemen, the Lao People • s Democratic 

Republic, Hungary, Mongolia and Viet Nam - declared 

that the Assembly's 1980 resolution had not only 

failed to bring a political settlement closer, but 

had rendered such a settlement between Afghanistan 

and its neighbours more difficult. They emphasized 

the need to ensure complete cessation of armed or 

any other form of interference in that country's 

internal affairs before a political solution could 

be brought about. They endorsed the proposals for a 

political settlement made by Afghanistan in Hay 1980 

and August 1981. 

The USSR called for a political settlement 

v1hich VJC>uld create conditions for the wi thdra\-1al of 

Soviet troops; the sooner agreements that ruled out 

interference in Afghan affairs were reached and imple

mented, the earlier the withdrawal of Soviet troops 

\-rould be initiated and completed. Also urging nego

tiations to create the conditions for withdrawal, the 

German Democratic Republic said it would be tum.ing 

the problem upside-down to make the start of nego

tiations contingent on withdrawal. Poland stressed 
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the importance of reliable international guarantees 

that interference in Afghan affairs would cease and 

not recur. '--'·'·· 

Notwithstanding the opposition of Afghanistan, 

USSR and their supporters, the third draft resolution 

was adopted on November 18, 1981, by the General 

Assembly by a recorded vote of 116 in favour to 23 

against with 12 absentions (GA/Res/36/34) ~- 39 

In November 1982 the General Assembly once 

again took up the Afghan problem. Another resolu-

tion, which followed the pattern of three earlier 

resolutions on the subject, was introduced by Paki-

stan on behalf of 46 sponsor in the General Assembly. 

once again India abstained from voting e~ressed 

disappointment that the text, was only marginal differ-

ent from the 1981 resolution and emphasized only one 
·-

element of a comprehensive solution. India felt that 

such a selective approach made it unacceptable to some 

of the parties and hardly strengthened the Secretary -

General's hand in the exercise of his good offices • 

-- ... 

39. Ibid, 1981, p. 233. 
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The fourth draft resolution v1as adopted on 

November 29, 1982 by a recorded vote of 114 in favour 

to 21 against with 13 absentions (GA/Res/37/37). It 

followed the pattern of the previous three resolutions 

adopted by the Assembly since January 1980. 

As it was decided in November 1982, the Gen-

eral Assembly again took up for discussion in November 

1983 the situation in Afghanistan. Another resolution, 

identical in content to the earlier four resolutions, 

was adopted on November 23, 1983 by a recorded vote 

of 116 in favour to 20 against with 17 abstentions 

(GA/Res/38/29). It repeated the callcl for immediate 

withdrawal of "foreign troops" from Afghanistan and 

urged the parties concerned to work for a political 

solution of the Afghan problem. 

As in the past, Afghanistan and the Socialist 

States objected to including the so-called question of 

Afghanistan in the Assembly's agenda, describing 

violation of the Charter of the United Nations. 

On 15 November 1984, the General Assembly 

took up the issue again and adopted by a recorded vote 

of 119 in favour, to 20 against with 18 abstentions 

(GA/Res/39/13) , reiterating its call for the "immediate 
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\·Ti thdrawal of foreign troops from Afghanistan". 

For the seventh time, since the Afghan issue 

came before the General Assemblv in January 1980, 

the matter was brought up for discussion in November 

1985. Introducing yet another draft resolution 

on behalf of 45 Islamic and·)non-aligned countries 

Pakistan stated that foreign military forces in 

Afghanistan threatened South-west Asia's peace and 

stability and cast a shadow on global security. It 

felt that there could be a political settlement only 

through the diplomatic process initiated by the 

Secretary-General. USA and other European Council 

members supported the Pakistani contention•. India 

continued its policy of abstention. It asked the 

international community to work for the evolution of 

a pol~tical settlement based on dialogue between the 

parties directly involved. The seventh draft resolu

tion was adopted on 13 November 1985, by a recorded 

vote of 122 in favour, to 19 against with 12 absen

tions (GA/Res/40/12). The text of the resolution was 

the same as in the previous one. 

~a.::-! 5 'Ne>venibe .r;:.198:6.~. the- Ge nara.l:c. As sembl!y once 

again adopted the eight resolution by a recorded vote 

of 122 in favour, to 20 against with 11 abstentions 

(GA/Res/4~33); Calling for the immediate withdrawal 
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of the foreign troops from Afghanistan, it further 
• 

expressed support for the efforts and constr~ctive 

steps taken by the Secretary-General. On 10 Novem-

ber 1987, the General Assembly adopted the ninth 

resolution by a reco~ed vote of 123 in favour to 

19 against with 11 absention (GA/Res/42/15). It 

was similar to the previous one. 

The distinguishing feature of the General 

Assembly debates from 1980 to 1987 has been that 

the original content of the first resolution were 

more or less repeated in all the subsequent resolu-

tions. The tone of debates and the position of the 

individual Members of the· UN General Assembly who took 

part in the debates, remained almost identical. 

The overall assessment is that the United 

Nations did not take any direct action on Afghan 

problem because of the negative vote of the Soviet 

Union in the Security Council. However, there has 

been one fruitful outcome that it requested the 

Secretary-General to continue efforts for promoting 

a political solution to the Afghan problem. With 

the result, the Geneva round of talks was initiated 

with full sincerity and vigour by the secretary-

General. 
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From the very beginning, when the Afghan 

situation came to be discussed by the United i::·Jations 

in January 1980, this international body observed 

restrain and did neither namerior condemn USSR directly, 

leaving scope for a political settlement of the crisi:s 

in future. In fact, the second resolution of the 

U.N. General Assembly dated 20 November 1980 

appreciated the efforts made by the Secretary General 

in finding a solution to the problem. :tt authorised 

him to appoint a special representative with a view 

to promoting a negotiated political solution. This 

position was reiterated by the General Assembly in 

all its subsequent resolutions. This shows that 

the Hember States were conscious of the fact that 

a negotiated political setlement alone could ease 

tension and bring peace in and around Afghanistan. 

They reposed confidence in the Secretary General 

and authorised him to continue the talks hammering 

out a comprehensive political solution to the 

Afghan problem. With the result, indirect talks, 

known as "proXimity talks" v.ere initiated between 

Pakistan and Afghanistan, the two contending 

parties confronting on Afghan issue. in June 1982 

at Geneva, the conference venue of international 

politics. 1 
Their original positions had been so 

1. P. B. Sinha - Geneva Talks on the Afghan Problem, 
Strategic Analysis, New Delhi, Vol. VI, No. 6, 
September 1982, p. 337. · 
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rigid that any reconciliation l::etween them appeared 

to be impossible. In view of such hostile postures 

of the parties concerned, a wayout for a search of 

a meaningful modus operandi for talks between them 

was very difficult. It was, hov;ever, due to the 

patient, and sustained e.'fforts of the UN Special 

Representative, that several rounds of talks at 

Geneva culminated in an accord in April 1988. 

There were three fundamental differences in their 

approach to the problem. First, what was the 

Afghan problem; second, how the Afghan crisis 

came into being and third, \•Then \-,,as it created. 

Pakistan and its suprorters have been insisting 

that the problem was created by the_Soviet military 

intervention in Afghanistan. Afghanistan and its 

supporters, on the other hand, r:e ld that the 

developments of Deceml::er 1979 were not the cause 

but the effect of the problem. In fact, the 

problem, according to them, has been the foreign 

intervention in the internal affairs of Afghanistan 

in which Pakistan was playing the main role. 

Pakistan laid down the following four 

principles for any resolution of the Afghan problem: 

(1) ·Withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan; 
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(2) The return of Afghan refugees to their homes 

uin safty and honour.,; 

( 3) The "restoration" of Afghani stan's non-aligned 

status; and 

(4} The right of the Afghan people to decide their 

own form of government without outside 

intervention? 

Pakistan demanded an "Unconditional, total 

and complete" withdrawal of Soviet troops as a pre-

requisite .to any effort of negotiation for resolving 

the Afghan problem. 3 Pakistan was not prepared to 

recognise the government of Babrak Karmal and there-

fore would not deal with it so long as the Soviet 

troops remain stationed in Afghanistan. Iran, too, 

adopted the identical stand to that of Pakistan. 

Afghanistan being a sovereign nation and hav-

ing friendship treaty with the USSR, regarded the 

question of Soviet military presence as its own 

internal affair. As such, it considered that no 

other country had any right for any say in this 

2.;· Ibid, p. 337. 
-

3. Ibid. P. 338. 
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matter and that it was a matter solely between Kabul 

and Moscow. Afghanistan, however, expressed its 

~illingness bilateral discussions with Pakistan and 

Iran so that intervention in Afghanistan from their 

side was stopped and a mechanism of international 

guarantees, which would ensure that such foreign 

intervention did not recur, was evolved. 

Diplomatic MOves 

Soon after the U.N. General Assembly passed 

the resolution on January 14, 1980, serious diploma-

tic moves were initiated by the European Council mem-

bers to resolve the Afghan crisis. The Foreign Mini-

sters of the nine European Community countries# in a 

meeting held on February 19, 1980 in Rome approved a 

proposal of the neutralization of Afghanistan under 

international guarantees in return for the Soviet 

withdrawal. 4 This neutralization plan was sponso-

red by Lord carrington, the British Commonwealth 

Secretary and also the President of EEC, Council of 

Ministers. Lord Carrington's proposal provided for 

(~ the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistant (b) a 

declaration by Afghanistan of its neutrality and 

4. Keesing • s contemporary f\rchir!ves Vol. XXVII 
London, August, 19 80, p. 30 381. 
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nonalignment; and (c) the recognition of this neutra-

lity by surrounding countries, who would give an 

undertaking not to interfere in the internal affairs. 5 

The proposal had the potential of a negotiating settle-

ment to resolve the crisis. But there was a glaring 

lacun~ in it. The government of Afghanistan was not 

included as a primary negotiating partner, presumably 

because the western governments had ,-refused to recog-

nise this government as the legitimate representative 

of the Afghan people. The proposal, was, therefore 

rejected on this ground by USSR. Nevertheless, the 

European Council did not give it up rather it persis-

ted in its efforts, now bringing it in the form of 

another proposal which was put forth in mid-1981. 

The new proposal was more comprehensive. It provided 

for a two-" stage· international confer~nce_, (each stage 

framing part of an integrated negotiation process) 

for resolving the problem. The purpose of stage one
6 

was "to work out an international arrangement designed 

to bring about the cessation of external intervention" 

in future. 7 The purpose of stage ~wo of the conference 

s. K.Subrahmanya, The Afghan Problem: Prospects for 
Negotiated settlement, ~trategic Analysis~ New 
Delhi, July 19871 p. 47. · · 

6 1 Stage one of the proposed conference was to ~n
clude the five permanent memrers of the UN, Paki
stan, Iran and India as well as the Secretary 
General of the UN, and the Secretary General of 
the Islamic-conference or their respective 
representatives. 

7. ·_;-_:.~- Asiqn Recorder, Vol. XXVII 1 No. 33, New Delhi, 
p. 16167. 
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was to reach an understanding on the implementation 

of arrangements worked out ilj stage one, and on "all 

other matters to assure Afghanistan's future as an 

8 independent and non-aligned state". 

This revised proposal was also rej.:ected by 

DRA and USSR, both of whom expressed serious doubts 

on the integrity of some of the members making the 

proposal and also on the contents of the proposal. 

It was pointed out that some of the European Council 

members themselves were active participants in en-

couraging the insurgency activities in Afghani stan. 

Moreove_r, the first of the two proposals sought to 

ignore the increu.sing role of the US in the crisis. 

President Karmal called it a plan worked out 11 l:ehind 

Afghanistan • s back 11
• This he maintained on the ground 

that while the proposal recognised the US and the role 

of Islamic conference in the settlement of the problem, 

it excluded the participation of the DRA. It was 

pointed out that the EEC propo~al ''seeklng the p~ti

cipation of the "representatives of the Afghan people 11 

during the second stage was designed to not only 
• 

involve the PDPA government but also the insurgent 

a. Ibid. 
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groups in the negotiations. 9 This meant that EEC 

\vanted to give a dominant voice to the insurgents 

of Afghanistan in the event of a Soviet withdrawal, 

which was dclei±mental to the Soviet security intere-

sts. Although the second proposal had the general 

support of the Islamic conference, the United States, 

the People's Republic of China and 10 members of the 

European community, it was was not accepted by the 

Afghan Government and by the Soviet Union as a basis 

fornegc:~:ti.aticns OlJ. the Afghan question. The rejection 

was done on the ground that the settlement had direct 

bearing on DRA, which was not recognised at all. 

Iran which had earlier refused to have any 

talks with the DRA regime also came out wi tll its 

own proposal in November 1981. The Iranian proposal 

contemplated ( 1) ttthe wi thdrav.1al of Soviet forces 

from Afghanistan and their replacement by a joint 

peace-keeping force comprising Pakistani and Iranian 

troops, as well as the troops of an unspecified third 

country•, and (2) replacement of the Afghanistan govern-

ment by 

world 11
• 

10. 

"a council of 30 clergymen of the Moslem 

The Iranian proposal was supported by 

Keesing•s Archieves, Vol. XXXVII, London, June 
1982, p~ 31142~ 

Ibid? p. 31545. 
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Pakistan but· was rejected by at least three of the 

Huj ahideen groups, Afghan Government and the USSR. 

They maintained that the Iranian proposal hardly 

offered any basis for a possible negotiated settle

ment. 

Afghan Proposals for Peace 

The first initiative for peaceful solution 

of the problem was formally announced by the P.DPA 

regime in April 1980. The Afghan govt. proposed 

talks with the Iranian and Pakistan govts. to discuss 

questions pertaining to the normalisation of bila

teral relations, without any preconditions. It also 

proposed to negotiate on lowering the level of mili

tary spending and reducing armaments and hostile 

propaganda. Subsequently, a· revised version of the 

proposal, which had the backing of USSR was announ

ced on May 14, 1980. The objective of the proposal 

was "to search for a political settlement to ensure 

the complete termination of aggressive actions 

against Afghanistan, of subversi~ activities and all 

other forms of interference from outside in its 

internal affairs, to eliminate tension in the area 

and overcome differences by peaceful means and by 
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negotiations 11
• 

11 The Afghan govt· promised to hold 

bilateral negotiations with Iran, and Pakistan for 

dra"V-ring up bilateral agreements on normalization of 

relations with its two Muslim neighbours. Afghani-

stan proposed that the agreement among parties should 

provide for (i) mutual respect for national soverei-

gnty; (ii) the development of relationship on the 

basis of good neighbourliness and non-interference; 

and (iii) an undertaking of discharging responsibi-

lity not to permit armed activities from the terri-

tory of one country against the other. Besides, 

the Afghan govt. considered the guarantees from USA 

and USSR, as part o-f the bilateral agreements bet-

-ween Afghanistan and Pakistan, and, Afghanistan and 

Iran. 12 These gaurantor countries were expected 

to respect Afghanistan's bilateral agreements with 

Iran and Pakistan. The Afghan proposal stated: 

11 The cessation and guaranteed non-recurrence of 

11. 

12. 

Quoted by K. Subramanya from "Afghanistan wants 
Peace - Proposals of DRA for normalisation of 
situation around Afghanistan" (Published by the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, ORA Government, 
Kabul, 1982). p. 419. _ 
-:-::- : Asian Recorder1 1981, op. cit. p. 15551. 

- J 
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unitary invasions and any other forms of interfere-

nee in internal affairs of Afghanistan would elimi-

nate the reasons which prompted Afghanistan to 

request the USSR to send the above mentioned conti-

13 ngent to the terri tory11
• The content and the 

spirit of Afghan proposal made it clear that the 

withdrawal of the Soviet troops would be executed 

only after agreements were reached regarding non

interference by the parties under agreement. In 

other words, the parties behind the interference in 

Afghanistan must accept this basic commitment. 

The publication of the Afghan proposals on 14 .Hay 

1980 coincided with the opening in Warsaw of a 

meeting of warsaw Pact nations - Bulgaria, Czecho-

slovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Romania and 

the Soviet Union. -After the meeting, the partici

pants issued a statement which among other things 

stressed the need for a p6litical settlement of the 

Afghanistan situation with guarantees for the term

ination of external interference to facilitater- the 

withdrawal of Soviet troops. 14 

13. Ibid. 

14. K~esing's. Contemporary Archives1op.cit., 
p. 30 384 .. 
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The proposal made by Afghanistan on May 141 

1980 and repeated in August 24, 1981 could not make 

any hecrlway, since both Pakistan and Iran, which 

did not recognise the government of DRA refused to 

hold any talks with the Afghan govt. on the settle

ment of Afghan problem. Iran took the stand that it 

would not participate in any talks with Afghanistan 

government without the participation of insurgent 

groups. So, the peace initiative of Afghanistan 

failed to lure Iran .and Pakistan into direct talks. 

But in the meanwhile, Javier Perez de Cuel~ar, the 

personal envoy of u N Secretary General, Kurt vlaldheim, 

started a series of separate talks in Pakistan and 

Kabul, with the aim of opening a dialogue bet-ween 

the contending parties to bring out an agreed solu

tion to the problem. 

Shuttle Diplomacy 

The efforts made at the Security Council and 

the General Assembly of the United Nations in January 

1980 failed to project any hope of finding an immediate 

solution to the Afghan problem. BUt it was recognised 

that most effective solution to the impasse lay in 

bringing the parties around a negotiation table. The 
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U N efforts, particularly those of its Secretary 

General and special representative in this regard 

were indeed creditable. The role of U N in brin

ging the contending parties together for talks ~a~ 

crucial, as both refused to recognise the DRA. 

They were not prepared to sit do·wn for talks with 

Afghan government. A Special representative, 

J.P. de Cuel~ar, was appointed by the u N Secretary 

General on 11 February 1981, to seek negotiations 

over political settlement of Afghanistan, in terms 

of the second resolution of the General Assembly. 

The irreconciliable situation was normalized only 

through the mediation efforts made by the U N rep

resentative, who shuttled beb.,een Kabul, Islamamd 

and Tehran. Afghanistan, which had hitherto 

insisted that the U N should have only an observer 

status in any talks involving Afghanistan, Iran or 

Pakistan, now relanted. Perez de Cuellar reported 

to Waldheim on 12 August 1981, that the Pakistan and 

Afghan Governments were ready to meet in trilateral 

talks, with the u N as a third party. It was also 

reported that Afghanistan and PaY~stan had tentati

vely agreed on a four point agenda for the subsequent 
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negotiations. These were; the removal of foreign 

troops from Afghanistan, pledges of non-interference 

in Afghanistan •s internal affairs, international 

guarantee of non-interference and the return of 

Afghan refugees to their homes. 15 

The negotiations for settlement of the Afghan 

problem remained held up because of Pakistan • s stand. 

Pakistan while agreeing in principle to discuss the 

issue at an international level under U N auspices, 

reiterated that the Soviet withdrawal from Afghani-

stan territory and the restoration of Afghanistan•s 

non-aligned status should precede any negotiated 

settlement. In February 1982, Diego Cordovez, an 

Under Secretary General of the u N, was app8inted as 

the UN Special representative for Afghanistan after 

Perez de Cueller had. become the U N Secretary 

General. 

As already.stated, during mid-1981, serious 

attempts were made. to hold discussions on the Afghan 

problem between the Governments of Afghanistan, 
.. 

Pakistan ar:Id Iran. In fact, on August 24, 1981, the 

Afghan Government issued a statement accepting the 

15. Keesing Contemporary Archives, Vol. XXVII, 
October 2 3, 19 81, London, p. 31143. 
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principle of trilateral discussions ret~~€en the 

three countries invol"...:ed in Afghan question. It 

also accepted the active participation of the 

United Nati-:::ms in the negotiation talks. Bet~..een 

August 4 and August 10, 1981 Sr. Javier Paraz de 

Cuellar, the personal envoy of Dr. Waldheirn, held 

a series of separate talks in Karachi {Pakistan) 

with Mr. Agha Shahi, the Pakistan Minister of 

Foreign Affairs, and in Kab~l (Afghanistan) with 

members of the Afghun government. In these dis-

cus~3ions his sole airn ..,,;as to open dialogue between 

them \'lhich would lead to the ultimate withdra\.,ral 

of Soviet troops from Afghanistan. De~pi te the 

Afghan proposJ.ls of August 24, 1981, and despite 

the efforts of the United Nations to initiate 

discussions, there r..1as no clear indication that 

Pakistan, Iran or the Soviet Union would alter their 

basic stand on the Afghan issue in any substantial 

manner. The change in the Afghan position was 

regarded as only a minor modification of its state:-:

ment for Nay 14, 1980. 
16 

Under such circumstances 

the mediation efforts of the new UN representa±ve 

p~ovides the only ray of hope of breaking the dead-

lock on the Afghan crisis, which was accentuating 

16. Ibid., p. 311.43. 
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with the passage o:f time. 

Inspi te of the stalement in the process of 

ne goti at ions the United N£ttions continued its efforts 

to bring out a political settlement of Afghan situation 

and a wi thdra\.,al of Soviet troops from Afghanistan. 

On Apri 1 2 2, 19 82, it \-.fas announced at UN Headquarters 

in New York that Afghanistan and Pakistan would hold 

close-proximity talks at Geneva in June 1982 with the 

aim of resolving the crisis in South-Hest Asia and 

bringing about the withdrawal of Soviet troops from 

Afghanistan. 17 This was how the shuttle diplomacy 

succeeded in making Pakistan and Afghanistan agree 

to start negotiations under TJH auspieces. Since 

then the tallo;:s ~-.€re conducted through Diego Cordovez, 

UN under-Secretary General for Speci d.l PoliticaL Affairs-

as the Special envoy of the UN Secretary - General, 

~.,ho rret each of. the involved parties, including also 

the Soviet leadership, in turn in an effort to establish 

a basis for more direct and substantial talks. After 

these preliminary discussions Pakistan and Afghanistan 

agreed to hold proximity talks in Geneva v7i th Cordovez 

as the mediator. Iran did not agree for direct talks. 

However, it accepted the UN mediation effort and agreed 

17. '- Asian Recorder, Y'O'l. XX"vtr;t·.,' No.- -2, 19 8:2,
New ltlelhi, p. -16619. 
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to be kept informed of t;-,e talks through its Arnbassador 

in Geneva. The important aspect of the talks Has that 

Pakistan, while agreeing for the talks, did not insist 

on the Soviet withdrawal of troops as a precondition. 

At the same time, /it did not insist on the participat-

ion of Iran in the talks. Similarly, the Government 

of Afghanistan also agreed to participate in the talks 

without insisting that Pakistan must recognise the DRA, 

though it made one condition that the talks v.rould re 

held under the good offices e>f the emissary of the 

Secretary - General and that they could not re linked 

at all with the resolutions of the UN, which Afghanistan 

had rejected'. 18 

The Geneva Talks 

(a) The ~irst Round, June 1982: The ~irst round 

of proximity talks was held in Geneva betv~en June 16 

and 24, 1982 involving Shah Dost i'·lohammad, Foreign 

Minister of Afghanistan, and his Pakistani counterpart 

Yaqub Khan. The discussions conducted by UN aimed at 

reaching a compromise settlement of the problem. The 

inter related elements of comprehensive settlement as 

agreed at Geneva were:-

18. 

-Withdrawal of foreign troops, 

P.B. Sinha: The Afghan Problems, ·;I . .-p.S.)\., JouZJ.'ial, 
yol: )WI, N~.,z.,-.. ~:t:.::.:.._ ~a. l:.:~Q3;: ND; __ ,p~ 124•: ' ' 

"-( ~ ...... 
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guarantees of non-intervention and non-

interference in the internal affairs of 

the States in the region; and 

.arrangement for return of refugees to 

their home. 

During the discussions Iran did not participate 

but l:las kept informed through a representative in 

Geneva. 19 
These talks provided a frame\vork for 

further discussion. Besides Pakistan and Afghanistan 

had made important concessions. Careful consideration 

v-1as also gi~;en to modalities and timing of a consultat-

ive mechanism that to be set in motion to consult refugees 

in order to ascertain. the voluntary character of their 

20 returns. 

(b) The Second Round - (April 1983) :-

The Second round of indirect talks between the foreign 

ministers of Afghanistan ad Pakistan took place in 

Geneva on April 11-22, 1983. Like the first round. 

this time also Iran did not participate in the discussions 

but its representative in Geneva was kept informed about 

the progress in talks. This time representatives of 

19. .i\si an Recorders, Vol. x~:tr_r.,,· No. 2-2, 1-9'821 New , 
~lbi 1 Pe '19619. , _ 

20. P. B. Sinha, op. cit. , 128. 
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.-\.fghan refugees v:ere allO':'ed to be present outside 

the conference hall although no formal consultations 

were made Hith therp. Soviet advisers, too, \·Jere 

available ~or consultations on this occasion. 

According to reports, both Afghanistan and Pakistan 

set dovm non-interference in e ::.ch other's internal 

affairs J.s a pre-condition for any agree·::ent. 

Pak:ist.ani sources disclosec that the talks resulted 

in identifying ti~~bound areas for negotiations on 

v1hich toth Pakistan and Afghanistan held divergent 

position. 21 At this round oE t,1L:s t·.rhich Has held 

in "a ve~ry constructive atmosp!:ere" 1 a draft text of 

the: comprehensiv2 political settlement of the problem 

pre;)ared by .r-rr. Cordovez, was di.scussed. The talks 

·v1ere adjourned on April 22, till mid-June to enable 

the Pakistani and Afghan delegations to consult their 

governments on the issues specified in the draft text. 

(c) The Thrrd Round (June 1983) :-

As decided earlier 1 another round of talks \vas held in 

Geneva between June 12-24 1 1983. The talks vrere 

conducted by the UN negotiator v1ho met separately and 

alternately 1r1ith delegations from Pakistan and Afghanis-

tan. The draft agreement discussed in this round 

was based on four main points: 

21. Ibid. 
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(1) :-I:Lthdrav:al o~ th2 e.stimated 105,000 

Soviet troops in Afghanist .:n; 

( 2) Cessation of aid to the guerrilas; 

(3) Repatriation of refugees; and 

( 4) International guarantees that the 

22 
settlement \vill be observed. 

Hov.;ever 1 talks failed to make any major 

progress on the significant issues which were passed 

on to the fourth round of talks to be held in 1984. 23 

In the third week of June 1 ;'";r. Georgi .A,.. 

Arb::ttov 1 Director of the Soviet Union's institute 

on U S A and Canada, said in a speech in Geneva 

that U S S R ,,!as ready to pul1 its troops out 3S 

soon as sufficient guarantees ~ere obtained from 

Pakistan. Ivlean,vhile, in I--Ioscow, on June 10 1 Sahibzada 

Yaqub Khan, Pakistan •s Foreign Hinister, offered to 

let United i:.Jations observers check if Afghan rebels 

operated from Pakistani territory. Yakub Khan said 
• 

that the withdrawal of Soviet troops and the 

formation of non-aligned government acceptable to 

Afghanistan people and the return of refugees should 

form part of any comprehensive settlement that \·Jas 

22. Asian Recorder, Vol. XXX, No. 40, 1984, 
Nevi Del hi, p. 17961. 

23. Keesing•s Contemporary Archives, Vol. XXXIX, 
.July, 19.83 1 London, p. 32252. 
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worked out at Geneva talks. 24 

At the end of these three rounds of talks 

an acceptable agreement was reached on three of the 

four diplomatic ,'instruments • dealing with the 

principles of non-interference and non~intervention, 

the declaration of international guarantees and the 

basis ~or the voluntary return of the refugees. 

However, there was little progress on the fourth 

instrumrnt of the vli thdrawal of the Soviet forces 

from Afghanistan. 
25 

The time frame suggested by 

Afghanistan for the withdrawal of the Soviet forces 

was four years. This W3.S not accepted by either 

Pakistan or the u.s. During these talks, Afghani stan 

and Pakistan finalised the discussion on the question 

of international guarantees and agreed to invite 

the u.s.s.R. and the u.s. to act as guarantor of 

the future agreement. 26 

(d) The Fourth Round (August 1984) :- The 

talks began in Geneva on August 24-30, 1984 in the 

24. 

25. 

Ibid. 

K. Subrahmanya, The Afghanistan probl~: 
prospects for Negotiated settlement t ~rategic 
Analysis, New Delhi·, July 1987, P. 417. 

Ibid. 
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shadow of P~"l(istani accus:1tion of air and artillery 

attacks across its border by Afghanistan. According 

to U.N. Under Secretary-General, Mr. Cordovez, 

although both sides seemed determined to make progress 

in the talks, there Has tremendous distrust l:etween 

them 27 • 

The talks were stalled, however, by the 

Soviet Union•s refusal to specify a timetable for 

the withdrawal of its troops and by Afghanistan's 

insistance on guarantees of the cessation of foreign 

assistance to guerrila organisation. 

(e) Fifth Round (June, 1985) :- The fifth 

round of proximity talks took place during June 20-25, 

1985. 28 The talk> which started in an atmosphere of 

optimisrr. sought to focus for the first time on an 

elaborate set of draft agr"'ements prepared by Hr. 

Cordovez:. The four main points at issue were: 

(1) obtaining withdrawal of Soviet troops from 

Afghanistan; {2) Achieving non-interference and non

intervention in Afghanistan 1 s internal affairs; ( 3) 

Securing g~arantees of non-interference and non-

intervention; and (4) Implementing the return of 

refugees to Afghanistan. 

27. Asian Recorder, Iol. XXX, No. 40, 1984, 
New Delhi, p. 17961. 

28. Agreements on Political Settlement Relating 
to Afghanistan, Geneva, April 14, 1988, p. 11. 
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The talks aimed at breaking a t\m-year 

dead-lock on the implementation of the four-point 

UN settlement plan that envisaged the withdrawal 

of an estimated 1,15,000 Soviet troops from 

Afghanistan, return of about 5 million Afghan refugees 

from Pakistan and Iran and international guarantees 

- of securi~y for Afghanistan.29 The contending 

parties agreed to meet again in August. 

(f) SiA.'th Round { August 1985) :- The 

sixth round of talks began from Aug. 27-30, 1985 

between Afghanistan and Pakistan. At the conclusion 

of the talks, the UN representative Mr. Diego 

Cordovez disclosed that the US and the Soviet Union 

had been asked formally to guarantee a United Nations 

peace plan for the Afghan conflict and both had 

expressed support. This step had been taken after 

Afghanistan and Pa'd stan had agreed during the UN 

sponsored talks in June to ask the super-pO'.·ver to 

act as guarantors. 

Mr. cordovez summarised the progress made 

on the draft agreement during the Geneva talks as 

under:-

29." Asian Recorder, op.Qit;., P. 18431. 
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( 1) agreement on non-intervention end non-

interference virtually completed; 

( 2) agreement on international guarantors 

for a settlement was also completed; 

( 3) agreement on repatriation of more than 

three million Afghan refugees in PakiS_tan 

was almost completed; and 

( 4) finding a ""ay to address the question on 

-
the wi thdra-v,al of Soviot troops fror.1 

Afghani stan was under discussion. 30 

Pakistan insisted for setting up a time-

table for the 'l-.:i thdrC-:twal of Soviet troops, vi1ich 

remained a major obstacle. Pakistan, howP.ver, 

admitted that both the Soviet Union :1nd US;\ had 

"stronglv and unambiguously" supported the Geneva 

process. 31 

(g) The Seventh Round (December 1985) :-

Mr. Cordovez held parallel talks in Geneva with Mr. 

Dost and with the Pakistani Foreign .Hinister Lt. Gen. 

Sahibzada Yaqub Khan on December 16-19, 1985.32 

30. Ibid, P. 18587 

31. Asian Recorder, Vol. XXXI, No. 45, J.~85.,Net.v 
Delhi, p. 18587 

32. Agreement on Political Settlement relating 
Afghanistan, Geneva, 14 April, 1988. 
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During these meetings, Mr. Doct was reported to 

have informally pn=!sented I'Ir. Cordovez t,;'i th a time-

table for a withdrawal of all Soviet troops within 

a year. But Afghanistan declared that a formal 

su1::mi.3sion of the time-table for the consideration 

of the Pakistani negotiator vlOUld not be made until __ 

they agre.ed to direct talks. 33 

By now a draft agreement had been dravm up 

for three of the four (instruments) or !,)arts of a 

final accord, non-interferr~nce in f"..fghan af airs; 

international peace guar::mtees; and the return of 

Afghan refugees. But the Pakistani and Afghan 

negotiators continued to differ on the inter-

relationship of the.::>e issues \vi th the actual vri thdra\·lal 

of forr:dgn Soviet troops rrom Afghanistan. Also, there 

was another basic disagreement 1 which '.-oas as to whether 

the talks should be continued in an indirect form 

as favoured by Pakistan, or conducted directly, as 

demanded by Afghanistan. 
34 

Several aspects of 

the issu'2; r:J8:::-e fi.nalised during the eight round of 

talks in Hay 1986. 

33. Keesing Contemporary Archives, Vol. XYJcri, 
December 1986, London, p. 34820. 

34. The Times of India, New Del hi, Deceml:er 1 

21, 1985. 
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Si ghth Round of the Geneva 1proximi ty 1 talks r2:nmed 

on Hay 5, but adjourned on nay 23 1 1986 after 3 v.eeks 

of vrhat negotiators termed a 'marathon effort' 

to conclude an c:.greement. The tv-.ro sides ~-12re still 

sharply di '.rided over the question of a. time table 

for troops T:Jithdravval. The May session was designed 

to B.amme r out a settlement of the Afghan problem, 

including the question of vJi thdraHal of Soviet forces. 

The text of the first three instruments, n~lating to 

the principles of non-interference, the declaration 

of international guarantees, and the basis for the 

volunuary return of refugees was settled during the 

negotiations last year. The Fourth instrument 

contaic-:ed crucial provisions linkj_ng the terms of the 

troops v-.ri thdra\val \·Ji th simul t3.neous enforc2ment of 

non-interference across international · . .:oroers. But 

no agreement was reached on t\·JO vi tal aspect~. relating 

to the time for the \·IithdravTill of the Soviet forces 

and its relation to the enforcement of no::1-intcrference 

across international borders and the procedure for 

verifying the implementation ctif the package settlement 

once it was under vray. It \vas also reported that the 

talks considered the possibility of forming an 

international commission to oversea the implementation 

of the relevant part of the package settlement. 35 

35. Lawrence Lifschults; Afghanistan Edging Closer, 
Economic and Political weekly; Vol. XXI, No~23 
Ne\-v Delhi. 1986, P. 1001. 
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Pakistan and the US calh~d for a six month 

time frame, '.-rhereas the Soviets suggested eighteen 

months. Soviet Union made it clear through two 

public statements during the Geneva negotiatL:>ns 

that it. v1as prepared to set a schedule for withdrawal. 

The discussicms in eighth round of talks v-;ere 

exculsively focussed on the issue of troop -

wi thdra..,val, but inconclusively. 

(i) The Ninth Round ( Auq~st 1986 ) :-

The 2Jinth round of UN sponsored informal t3.lks 

betv-;een Afghani_ stan and Paki stem, under the auspices 

of the UN Secretary General's sp~cial envoy Diego 

Cordovez vras held in Geneva on Jtily 31 and was 

adjourned on. August 8, 1986, Cordovez acted as J. 

mediator between the Pakistan and Afghanistiln 

foreign i'1inisters as Pakistan still did not recognise 

the legitimacy of the Kabul government. Hm·.1eve r, 

after Four years of intermittent talks, a break

through appeared near in the Afghanistan conflict;
6 

During this period, significant political 

changes took place in · ..: Afghanistan, which had 

a direct bearing on the efforts o:E settlement of the 

problem. Hajor General Najibullah had now replaced 

36. Larrt Jagan, Afghanistan: Summit Surprise, 
Economic and political weekly, Vol. XXI 1 

No. 34, New Delhi 1 August 23, 1986, ~. 1493. 
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President Karmal, ,.Ji th ~!hom Pe:lkistun •·:as not 

v·rilling to deal. Hence, politically this step 

wa:::; intended to create a better atmosphere for 

the final stage of negotiations. 37 The Soviet 

Union also announced that a time table was ready 

for the phased ...,.n_ thdraVT3.l of its forces from 

38 
Afghanistan. Further, Najibullah's leadership 

intiated national reconcilation moves and started 

inducting moderate groups with Afghanistan into 

the Revoluti·::mary council. He was also prepared 

to discuss Afghanistan's future v-ri th insurgent 

leaders in a neutr<i.l country. 

It vias in the background of these develop-

rnents, that the ninti: round of proximity talks 

v1as held ui th the hope to bring about a final 

settlement of the problem. However, the differ-

ences v1ith regard to the timeframe continued to 

persist, because Soviet Union supported the 18 

months offer of Afghanistan for the withdrawal of 

Soviet troops., But Pakistan demanded three to 

four months for the withdrawal. 39 

37. K. Subrahmanya, The Afghanistan problem: 
prospects for negotiated settle;nent, 
strategic analysis, New Delhi, July 'B6.p.423. 

38. "soviet view of contemporary World 11
, Excerpts 

from the pOlitical speech of CPSU General 
Secretary to the 27th Congress, in Secular 
Democracy (Harch 1986) , p. 52. 

39. Davm Overseas vreekly, Harch 12, and 19,1987, 
Lahore. 
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The T~nth Round (February 1987) :-

The next round ot talks resumed on February 25, 1987 

at Geneva with both Pakistan and Afghanistan 

promising the UN mediator that they would consider 

time-table for withdrawing Soviet troops from 

Afghanistan. It was hoped to bring about a final 

settlement of the problem. The talks were 

adjourned on March 9, 1987. 

In early 1987 several developments took 

place in Afghanistan. ~Jajibullah gove:::-nment 

initiated a policy of national reconcilation, 

offered amnesty to the guerrill;::ts, proposed to 

form a coalition government and announced cease-

fire from January 15. 

re-was fnthis context that this round of 

proximity talks began in February and resumed once 

aga . n on March 11 The m"'-:n acl11· evement of this 1 • ~ 

round had been to narrow the gap in the difference 

over the time-frame of Soviet troop withdrawal 

proposals. made by the two sides. CQrdovez stated 

that t~e gap in their demands was down to one 

year. Agreemets had already been reached on three 

instruments, but these were all vitally linked to 

the Soviet pull-out. A~ long as that remained 

unreso~ved, others were equally in abeyance. 
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In this round of talks, the depa::-ture of 

the Soviet troops involved a mutually acceptable 

time table and also bhree related questions like; 

the cessation of assistance to the .Muj ahadeen 

assistance, the future shape of the Kabul government, 

and the nature of the troops withdrawal. The 

Russians were reporte(;} to have offered withdrawal 

in phases, from individual regions starting from 

the south. Another significant development by 

the end of this round coi:ncided with the announcement 

by USA of stepping up its supply of anti-aircraft 

stinger missile to the Hujahideen retels. 40 

The next round of talks ttJas held in Geneva tetween 

September 7-11-1987. Afghan delegation expressed 

readiness to undertake all necessary measures to 

ensure success of the talks and to achieve a fair 

political settlement of the situation relating to 

Afghanistan. It· was concluded that t:he precise 

dates of the wirhdrawal vmuld be decided during the 

coming round of consultations in Geneva. 41 

40. 

.41. 

Asian Recorder, Vol. XXXIII, No. 15 and No. 17, 
1987, New Delhi 1 pp. 19399 1 19423. 

Ibid., p.l9667.: 
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(1) The tv,€lth Round (r,:arch, 1988) :

The UN sponsored peace talks entered on Harch 2, 1988 

a crucial phase with all sides pledging to seek a 

rapid conclusion of the peace process. The talks 

ended on April, 8 1 1988. The Soviet leader, Gorbachov 

had already announced on February 8, 1988 that his 

country would withdraw: . half of its troops from 

Afghanistan in the first three months, after the 

withdrawal beginrs:: on May 15, 1988. 

The new round started with the UN mediator, 

Mr. Diego Cordovez, shuttling between the two delegat

ions seated in separate rooms of the Palais des Nations, 

the IDJ office in Geneva. This format had been 

retained since the talks started in 1982 because 

Pakistan did not recognise the Kabul Government. 

The first session of talks failed to produce 

an agreement. Pakistan insisted for the formation 

of a interim government to replace the present Kabul 

regime and to be simultaneous with the withdrawal of 

the Soviet troops. But Afghanistan, however, made 

important concessions to permit an agreement on a 

nine-month time-frame for the Soviet troops with

drawal. The USA also modified its demand from a 

total end of Soviet assistance to a one year cessation, 
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to begin at the start o£ the nine-month Soviet troops 

withdrawal period.
42 

The UN sponsored talks on Afghanistan 

resumed on March 28, 1988. Both Soviet Union and 

the United States backed by Pakistan were bent on 

having a regime in Kabul favourably disposed to 

the protecting superpower. 43 
Pakistan's Chief 

negotLator stated that the question of 'symmetry' -

simultaneous cessation of Soviet military assistance 

to Kabul government. and the US assistance to the 

Muslim guerillas - was the last unresolved issue. 

Pakistan believed that the quC'stion of a "symmetrical" 

cut of assistance by the tv10 sides to their 

respective allies could be resolved only after the two 

guarantors settled the issue. As against this, 

Soviet Union maintained that the current proximity 

talks could conclude v1i thout US guaratees as the 

region was not connected v1ith that country. The 

Soviet Foreign r1inister I Eduard Shevardnad.ze described 

the US condition of symmetry on arms supplies to 

Afghanistan as an interference ~n USSR'~~Felationship 

42. 

42. 

Asian Recorder, 1988, op. cit., pp. 19955, 
19967. 

Indian Express, Afghan accord in Jeopardy, 
September 5, 1988, New Delhi. 
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44 
with the neighbouring country. f.leanwhile the us, 

Pakistani, Afghan and the Soviet officials held 

hectic rounds of talks to end the deadlock on the 

issue of 'symmetry'. In any case, Soviet Union 

\-Jas keen to see an early end to its military 

involvement in Afghanistan, as it was a heavy drain 

on its economy. In the context of Gorbachov•s 

Policy of 'perestroika' and 'glasnost• the Soviet 

military involvement in a neighbouring country was 

a great political liability. 

The settlement to the vexed Afghan problem 

seemed imminent on early April 1988, \-rhen both the 

Soviet and Pakistani leaders decldred that· all 

obstacles to signing an accord had been removed. 

The Soviet leader, Gorboacev and the Afghan President 

Najibullah, issued a joint statement on 7 April, 1988 

from Tashkent atating that the way for the conclusion 

of the Geneva agreements had been cleared. The 

Pakistan President, Gen. Zia-ul-Haq also sounded an 

optimistic note in Islamabad stating that the US and 

the issue of symmetry in respect of arms supply. 

Addressing a joint session of Parliament on 7 April, 

44. Indian Express, April 1, 1988, 
New Delhi. 
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Presi.C:::ent Zia si'lid, " a miracle of the 20th century 
II 

tvas about to happen. The Geneva accord, comprising 

four instruments that relate to non-interference and 

non-intervention in Afghanistan, return of Afghan 

refugees, the USA and ussn acting as guarantors for 

the smooth implement~tion of the accord and nine-

month time frame for the withdrawal of Soviet forces 

from Afghanistan; was finally signed in April 14, 

1988 by the contending parties, Afghanistan, Paktstan 

Soviet Union and United States. The accord represented 

a major stride in the efforts to bring peace and 

stability in Afghanistan. 

The Geneva negotiations beginning from 

16 June 1982 and ending on 14 April 1988spanning over 

a pe~iod of six years, faced difficulties at every 

stage. Y.Thereas some obstacles v.ere inhe!'rent in the 

nature of the problem, some were the result of the 

irreconciliable stands of ~he contending parties. 

Though an early understanding had been reached on the 

first three instruments, there was continued disagreement 

on the issue of withdrawal of Soviet troops. The time 

frame was the main hurdle. Initially, Afghanistan 

proposed s time-frame of 4 years for the complete 

withdrawal. Finally , a nine month time frame was 

agreed upon by the Afghan side, which was accepted to 

Pakistan and the us. The status o'f the boundaries 
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bet"t-.een Afghanistan and Pakistan also tecame a hurdle 

in the negotiation process. As is "t-~11 known, the 

Durand Line, has been a~irritant in the bilateral relations 

between Afghanistan and Pakistan. The differences 

on the question of international boundary have deep 

historical connotations between the two countries_. 

This problem, hm-vever, was mrercorne by adopting a 

language in the final agreement which would avoid 

the mention of conflicting positions by the parties 

concerned. The problem relating to the formation of 

interim Afghan government remained a matter of intense 

controversy during the Geneva talks. This ultimately 

~,as r:"" solved v1hen Pakistan conceded the point that its 

discussion \-JOUld infringe upon the right of a sovereign 

state. Finally, the mechanism of control and verification 

was also discussed during the Geneva talks. It was 

finally agreed upon that the United Nations Good Offices 

Mission would l:e entrusted with the task of supervision. 



CHAPI'ER - IV 

GENEVA ACCORQ 
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The accord, signed in the Palace of Nations at 

Geneva, bet\.)een Pakistan and Afghanistan with the Soviet 

Union and United States standing guarantee, on 14 April 

1988 marked a momentous occasion in the diplomatic his

tory of our time. It is a land-mark since it re-establi

shed the legi timat.e role of the United Nations in resolving 

conflict situations. It is a land-mark because the Afghan 

crisis has been a sore point betv..>een Hoscow and ~Jashington, 

poisoining the global atmosphere. But more than that, it 

is land-mark since it ushered a new era in the life of 

Afghanistan, vrhich, for a decade, had been reeling under 

bloody civil vrar exacting heavy toll of human and material 

\veal th of the Afghan society. The UN Secretary General 

Javier Perez de Cuellar, who presided over the signing 

ceremony, aptly remarked on the occasion that the "docume

nts which have been just signed represent a major stride 

in the effort to bring peace to Afghanistan and a sure 

reprieve for its people"} 

The accord is a result of the arduous work done by 

the U N representative 1 Hr. Diego Cordovez for 6 years to 

bring the contending parties at the negotiating table and 

1. See Hindu, 15 April 1988. 
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to get their contrad:LctorJ stands reconciled to :J.!l agreed 

pe uce-package to end the 8 year long undeclared 1,·nr in 

Afghanistan. The long-a\·raited accord, reached after six 

yea~of tough bargaining, was signed by the Pakistani 

Foreign Hinister I Mr. zain Noorani, the Afghan Foreign 

.Hinister, Mr. Abdul Wakil, the U S Secretary of State· 

Hr. George Shultz and the Soviet Foreign Minister, Mr. 

Eduard Shevardnadze. The 36 page Geneva agreement in 

English, Russian, Urdu and Pashtu, comprises four accords 

and a memorandum of understanding: These are, in fact, 

the instruments to blunt the hostilities among the parties 

concerned and to provide mechanisms for the normalisation 

of relations among them. These instruments have certain 

features which ought .to be understood for examining the 

merits and limitations of the Geneva agreement. 

The first instrument of the Accord is the bilateral 

agreement between .1\fghanistan and Pakistan covering promi

ses by the two of non-interference and non-intervention 

in each other's internal affairs. The two parties undertook; 

a) to respect the sovereignty, political independence, 

territorial integrity, national unity, security and 

non-alignment of the other
1 

b) to refrain from threat or use of force· in any form 

whatsoever so as not to violate the boundaries of 
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each other, to disrupt the politicill, social or 

econonic order of the other, 

c) to ensure that its territoDJ is not used in any 

manner which would violate the sovereignty, political 

independence, territorial integrity and national 

unity of the other, 

d) to refrain from armed intervention, subversion, and 

mili taD] occupation, 

e) to prevent \'lithin its territory the training, 

equipping, financing and recruitment of mercenar

ies of whatever origin for the purpose of hostile 

activities against the other., and 

f) to abstain from any defamatory campaign or hostile 

propaganda. 

Another instrument signed only by Afghanistan and 

Pakistan provided for the orderly return to their homeland 

of the estimated three million Afghan refugees in Pakistan• 

Kabul pledged to take steps to ensure the refugees' "return 

in freedom" 1 their free choice of domicile, their right to 

work and adequate living conditions, their freedom of 

religion and their "right to participate on an equal basis 

in the civic affairs of the republic of Afghanistan". Pakistan 
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also agreed to provide 11 vlithin its possibilities" all 

nece3sary as :istance to the repatriation process, vlhich 

"~;las to be assisted by the United Nations High Commissioner 

for Refugees. The accord hovrever, made no mention of the 

estimated two mi'.lion refugees in Iran. 

A separate instrument dealing with the "Declaration 

on Internati.onal Guarantees" was signed by Hr. Shultz and 

Mr. Shevardnadze. Both the super povJers involved in the 

Afghan issue expressed sup?ort to the negotiated p<)l i tical 

settlement concluded between Afghanistan and Pakistan to 

normalize relations. Both the United States and the Soviet 

Union undertook to refrain from any form of interference 

in the Afghan and Pakistani aftairs and to respect the 

commitments·. contained in the bilute ral agreement behveen 

Afghanistan and Pakistan "on the principles of mutual 

relations, in particular on non-interference and non

intervention". 2 

The fourth instrument was signed by the Foreign 

Ministers of all the four contending parties - Afghanistan, 

Pakistan, USA and USSR. It concerned the Soviet troop 

withdrawal and tied the agreements together. V"lhile recounting 

-
2. Agreement on Political Settlement relating 

Afghanistan, Geneva 14 April', 1988, p. 10. 
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the process of proximity talks at Gene'Ja a.nd the efforts 

made bv the u N renresentative 1 ~':r. Cordovez for thr3shing 
~ ~ 

out a comprehensive political settlement of the Afghan 

crisi.s
1 

this agreement underlined the principles of 

international la\·l dm '"hich the said accord was to be based. 

There are two important elements in this instrument. First 1 

the most intricate aspect of the whole issue related to 

the auestion of time frame for the wi thdrav1al of Soviet 

troops from Afghanistan. This accord provided for a 

phased wi thdravral of the Soviet troops, to be star.ted on 

15, May.1988. The Soviet Union agl.-eed to withdravr half of 

its estimated troops from Afghanistan by 15 August 1 1988 

and the phased \·Ti thdra;.val of all troops was to be comple-

t ""d . tl . . t' 3 
c::: '.Nl nn n1ne mon ns. The four signatories of the accord 

also agreed not to interfere and intervene "in any form" 

in the affairs of Afghanistan and Pakistan. On the issue of 

of violations of the Geneva Accord, the four parties agreed 

that "prompt and siJ.tisfactory solutions would be \vorked 

out by Afghan and Pakistani representatives. It also 

provided that a Representative of the Secretary General of 

the United Nations would lend his good offices to the 

Parties if and when any problem arose. 

3. Ibid. I p. 10. 
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The modalities and logistic arrangements for the 

work of the u. 2'-1. ~epresentative, and the personnel ~, .. rere 

outlined in the I·lemorandum of understanding, appended 

to the fourth accord. It \vas stated that a senior U N 

military officer as Deputy to the U N Representative, 

who would be stationed in the area, as head of two small 

headquarter: units, one in Kabul and other in Islamabad, 

each comprising five military officers and a small civi

lian staff. These tv.ro units t·:ould form th, inspection 

teams to investigate and check on any violations of the 

accord. 

The Geneva Agreement, :1as set in motion the process 

of an eilrl\' settlement of the Afghan crisis. The Accords 

huve noH become oblig3.tions for the parties concerned to 

implement them faithfully in the same spirit in \vhich 

these have been agreed upon. There are three distinct 

reasons as to why the Geneva Accords must be honoured. 

First, the agreement has been reached with the full con

sent of the parties concerned. The negotiating governments 

have exercised their sovereign rights in agreeing to the 

provisions of the Accords. It is, therefore, their obli

gation to honour them in full without any re~ervations. 

Second, the provisions as in:,Corporated in the agreements 

a:.e in conformity \Vith the purposes and principles of the 

United Nations charter relating to the settlement of 

disputes and the restoration of peace. And third, the 
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1 t . d ~t . a rosul+- o-i- the Sl' X ,_Yre .:J.rs of sett emen arrlve a lS ~ ... .... , _ 

arduous efforts m2cle 'oy the United ~~ations represent:J.tive 

dealing ,,d th the Afghanistan problem. The Geneva Accord. 
~ 

\v~ich was enforced on Hay 15, 1988, acquired a legal 

status of international validity. The Agreement hus 

introduced a positive factor in the Afghanistan situa-

tion. -and -showrLthe: way:~~ipding~peaceful sol:utions~.for ·· 

s±milar complex regional conflicts elsewhere. It has also 

established the effectiveness of the United Nations in 

discharging its peace-keeping role. The accord is 

evidently the best that could be achieved in the circum-

stances. It represents a comprorjtise betvreen obstinately 

held positions of the four signatories -Afghanistan, 

Pakistan, USA and USSR. But like all compromisers, it 

Contains fl::lHS and loopholes. Its success depends upon 

-
the sincerity of the parties concerned. 

ACCORD UNDER STRAIN 

There are three main flaws in the Geneva accord; 

{i) it has been rejected by the Afghan rebels, (ii) both 

USA and USSR have not stopped providing arms aid to their 

respective sides in the nine-year conflict, (iii) notwith-

standing its undertaking not to interfere and intervene in 

any form, Pakistan has not stopped acting as a conduit for 
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arms to the Muj ahideen inside Afghanistan and also 

not abandoned the plan of having a Mujahideen led 

Islamic government in Afghanistan. 

(i) Military Support 

The two sides directly involved in the civil 

war in Afghanistan, the Afghan government and the 

revellious Mujahideens, continue to be provided military 

support by the two super powers, the Soviet Union and the 

United States respectively. 'I'he Soviet ·~-vi thdrawal of 

half of its troops from Afghani:=tan has not softened 

the attitude of Afghan rebels towards the Najibullah 

government. The rebels have convinced themselves that 

the Soviet troops are returning home only because their 

continued stay in A:tghanistan had become unbearable in 

face of the determined resistance put by them. They, .., 
therefore, wish to maintain the tempo of armed resistance 

against the government of Afghanistan. Kabul is under 

constant rocket att~ck and large number of civilians have 

lost their lives. Kalat, Kandahar, Girish, Kumar, 

Nangarhar, Paktia, Eelgan and other towns have 

also been under constant rebel attacks. 

4. s. ~rukherjee, Evolution of Polity in Afghanistan 
During the last Decade, (mimeo) 1988, p.12. 
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There ace definite forces at "~:mrk for the conti-

nuance of anned-re1Jelion against the government of Afghani-

stan. These include, the conviction of Muj ahideens that 

Najibullah government shall necessG.rily fall; and the vested 

interest of Pakistan in keeping the disturbances alive in 

Afghanistan. There are two obvious reasons as to why 

Pakistan gains by the flow of arms to Mujahideen and the 

anned resistance against the Najibullah government. First, 

the flotti of a.rms and other materials to the refugees are 

directly _l::Jeneficial to Pakistan, partly because it serves 

as an effect~ve ground for securing international assis-

t<:mce. Pakistan got$ 3.2 billion package follo,;':ed by a 

$ 4.02 billiQn arms and economic aid from US in addition 

to "increasing political and economic support" from the 

'1 ' . A b t ' 5 
o~ r~cn ra coun- r~es. And second, the Isl&~ic govern-

ment of Pakistan led by late General Zia wanted that a 

progressive PDPA government should be replaced by a client 

regime under the leaders like Gulbadin Hikmatyar, 'ivho 

would strive for establishing an Islamic State. 6 
Under 

these circumstances it is obvious that it is not the 

vagueness of the terms of the Geneva Accords but the vile 

s. Kalirn Bahadur, Geneva Accords: Problems and Prospects, 
(Mimeo) , 1988, p. 8~ 

6. Dilip Mukherjee, Stalemate in Afghanistan: Zia 
proteges cannot Win, The Times of India, New Delhi, 
6 September • 1988~ 
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intention of Paki:-:tan 1, .• ,~1ich is in the centre of instiga-

ting rebels to keep the problem alive. 

The Pakistani supr-~ort to the rebels is covered by 

the vagueness of the Agreements. Under the terms agreed 

upon in the accord both Afghanistan and Pakistan have 

committed not to interfere in the affairs of each other, 

implying that there would be no 11encouragement or support 

of rebellious or secessionist ~ctivi~ies , under any pre-

text whatsoever 117 This, hovrever, does not outline a frame-

work for the complete suspension of civil disturbances in 

Afghanistan. Nor is there any agreement between the USSR 

and the US on ending military support to their allies in 

A.fghani stan. 

An ililportant factor responsible for the continua-

tion of most rebellious activities is the u.s. support. 

In the beginning of the Accord, the US goal 1:1as to get 

Soviets out of Afghanistan which \vould sirnul taneously 

mean "that the Kabul Government vJOuld automatically fall 

once the Soviets announced they ,.,.,ere wi thdravling". 8 But 

this did not happen. The US 1 therefore, has been maintaining 

-
7. Text of Geneva Accords, Agreement on Principles 

of i·1utual Relations, Article II, Section 7. 

a. Afghan Accord in Jeopardy I Indian Express, New 
Delhi, 5 September, 1988. 
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the flov1 of ::J.rms to the rebels even after the Accord to 

v·J:Oich it remains a signatory. Under the Geneva declara-

tion the tvJO su~)er pm·:ers "t!lndertook to invariably refrain 

from any form of interference and intervention in the 

internal affairs of the Republic of Afghanist::tn and the 

Islamic Republic of Pakistan. 9 NovT, the United States 

cl~ims that, under a separate understanding, it would 

continue to provide arms and ammunition to the Afghan 

guerillas as long as the Soviet Union continues to supply 

military assistance to the Government of Afghanistan. The 

US spokesman has gone to the extent of claiming that by. 

continuing assistance to the Huj ahideens the us is not 

"in violation of the terms of the Geneva Accords". 10 The 

Americans claim that they made it clear to the Soviet 

Union that their role as a guarantor of the Geneva Accords 

is conditional on the acceptance of this "positive 

symmetry". 11 

9. Geneva Accords, Tekt, Declaration on Internatio
nal Guarantees,·- Times of India, New Delhi 1 

15 April, 1988. 

1o. Reported in the Times of India, New Delhi, 15 June, 
1988. 

11. 11 Positive Symmetry" is interpreted as US rights 
to supply arms to the Afghan gueri~las as long 
as the Soviets give arms to the Kabul Government. 
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(ii' Ceasefire And Hujahideen 
___ =.1._ ____ -· --·---- -----·-·----~- ------

Another ~,;eakness of the Geneva Accord is the 

absence of any deterrent provision to check the rebellious 

activities of the I·Iuj n.hidcens. Though the Accords contain 

numerous provisions for non-interference and non-inter-

vention in one another's affairs, including a commitment 

by both sides to refrain from supporting rebellious or 

secessionist ~ctivities against the other, it does not 

provide for a cease-fire accord betv~en various guerilla 

forces and the Afghan government. 12 Since i·iuj ahidecn s 

\·Jere not a direct party at the negotiation table and a 

signatory in the agreement, they never accepted the Accord 

:md al\·JCJ.ys claimed 'j:o operate as a resistance force aga.tnst 

the Afglian regime. 

An analysis of the character and strategy of l'1uj ahi-

deens is necessary to assess the im)lication of this part 

of Geneva Accords. In the post-Accord develo;;·ment, · -. 

Hikmatyar emerged as an important contender and a poten-

tial leader of Hujahideen. Even late President Zia al~Hays 

considered him as the maker of future Afghanistan and 

Pakistan's most reliable. alley and protege. It is he v.rhb 

has been allm-,ed by Pakistan ''to corner most of the 

American supplied money and weapons, which HJhnatyar then 

12. Editorials on File, Arkansas Gazette, Little Rock, 
AR, April 17 1 1988. 
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tried to use for l-:eefing u:' a provisional government pro-

claimed by PeshavJar-}Ylsed alliance, and for buying up ., 
support for himself vii thing AfghanistaJ. 13 Hir-Jnaty<J.r \vas 

Propped up because it vras hoped that he vJould capture 

Kabul in due course. : In fact, Hikrnatyar had claimed on 

April 26, after the formation of p~ovisional government 

in Pesha~·Jar, that he v!ould "move into Afghanistan in 

the near future and rapidly take over the whole country 

because the Mujahideen already controlled 90 per cent of 

it~n14 

But the reality of Hikrnatyar's position is diffe-

rent. He has been facing hostility from other groups of 

the Pesha~·Jar - based seven - party alliance. In fact, the 

moderates, i.e. at le<J.st three of the seven vJarring groups, 

are "rovalists wno \,,ould accept Zahir Shah as a nerd 

_ , II 15 
leader, at least on an interim hJ.SlS • They are thus 

totally opposed to Hikmatyar. In addition to these groups 

of I<ujahideen, other than Hibz-e-Islami, the local comman

ders, who have local po~€r base in the country and have been 

13. 

14. 

15. 

-----------------------------
Pran Chopra, The Afghan Stalemate: Alternative 
to Anarchy, The Indian Express, New Delhi, 15 
October, 19 88. 

Pran Chopra, Question Mark Over Afghanistan, 
The Indian Express, New Delhi, 15 May, 1988. 

Shekar Gupta, A Dramatic Break through, India 
Today, 30 April, 1988. 
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fighting from ltJi thin, are not prepared to accept the 

leadership of i·1Uj anideen. Under the circumstances I there-

fore, the rebels operating from Pakistan do not represent 

the aspirations of a major section of Afghan population. 

Three things foll0\-7 from an analysis of status 

and operation of Mujahideen. First, there are various 

irreconciliabl~ groups, which are interested in captur-

ing political power rather than bringing peace to Afghani-

stan. The seven groups claiming themselves as members of 

the alliance have neither been elected by people nor do 

they command a striking popularity in the country. Second, 

the strength of l'-1ujahideen lies in the arms supplied to 

them. In the absence of arms, their effectiveness is 

insignificant. The current political and military domi-

nance of the seven groups is largely due to the exclusive 

military, financial and political support they receive from 

Pakistan, the United States and Saudi Arabia. 
16 

And third, 

the main grievance claimed by the Ivluj ahideens have reen the 

policy of Soviet intervention adopted after ~aur Revolution 

and ·the presence of Soviet troops in Afghanistan. Since 

this scenario has undergone a change, the Huj ahideens 

have shown no change in their attitude, indicating thereby 

that their aim is not peace but to capture pmver. Under 

16. Anwar-ul-Haq Ahady, Prospects for peace in 
Afghanistan, Janata, 17 April, 1988. 
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these circumstances, one can only say that it is not the 

failure of the Geneva Accord to accomodate Huj ahideen as 

a signatory and get a ce u.se fire :1ssurance fr0m them. But 

the political 311lbi tion of Hikmatyar :.md the duj ahideen 

v.1hich is the stumbling block in the restoration of peace 

even after the ~rli thdrav.1al of Soviet troops from Afghanistan. 

(i~i) The Fom of Government 

The issue regarding the fom of government after 

Geneva Accord, is a major obstacle in normalising the 

situation in Afghanistan. The most intricate aspect of 

U N negotiation had been to reconcile the opposite camps; 

Afghanistan and the Soviet stand, on the one hand, to link 

the vJithdra"l...,al of Soviet troops •·lith the stability of Afghan 

government and the US and Pakistan stand, on the other, to 

link the unconditional Hi thdra\val of Soviet forces irres

pective of the change of political regime in K:J.bul. It must 

be the skill of U ~; negotiator to narrow down the hard posi

tion of both sides; Soviet and Afghan position to agree 

to a coalition government and u S and Pakistan position 

to give up the demand for immediate change of Afghan govern-

ment. 

The Geneva round of talks did not come to an agree

ment because of Pakistan's insistence for a change in the 

Afghan government. Pakistan continued to insist on the 
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formation of an interim govennt1ent l::Y2fore the Soviets 

began their pullout. >.fter the I:..ccord, Pakistan has been 

encouraging Mujahideen to press for a change in the govern-

ment. Though Mujahideen have been aspiring for a complete 

victory and therefore are unwilling to form any coalition 

T:li th PDPA, their strength and enthusiasm have substantia-

lly been eroded by the death of President Zia. 

On the other side President Najibullah has been 

making conciliato~z gestures to accomodate Mujahideen and 

other adversaries. By adopting the policy of "national 

r2concili at ion 11
, ' Naj ibullah has sought to broaden 

the base of Afghan government. This policy is quite 

o;:·posed to the coerci_ve tactics adopted by Nur I-1ohani:,~ed 

Taraki, Hafizullah Amin and Babrak Kurmal. President 

Najib has several times reiterated his com:;'itment to 

promote political pluralism and encourage a free press. He 

has even offered to give the IDPA a minority position in a 

coalition government and has given concrete assurances of 

support to the private sector, bot national and foreign. 17 

For achieving these ends, Najib government acted on several 

fronts to appease the local commanders and the seven-party-

Peshawar-alliance. 

17. After the Soviet Pull out II, Dileep Padgaonkar, 
The Times of India, New Del hi, 2 5 May 19 88. 
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The result, ho•:.'l2ver, has not reen encouraging. On 

the one hand, section of opinion has expres~.;ed scepticism 

about the potential of Najib government. It claims that 

the Afghan army could not hold out for long after the 

complete Soviet withdrawal. 18 But, at the sametime, the

re is other vievr claiming that the Afghan army is quite 

capable of safegaurding the country once the Soviet army 

leaves Afghanistan.
19 

It points out that with the 

1,00,000 strong Afghan army and the 8,oo,ooo strong Nati-

onal Father land Front 1 of vlhich 1, 70,000 are members of 

the IDPA, the Kabul regime can 'l.vell defend the country 

20 by itself and maintain peace in the country. In bet-

t,·:een these tHo extreme positions 1 the actual situation 

of the L1te of the future form of government is in bala-

nee. 

This is a crucial test for the Geneva Accord. The 

prospect of peace, and thereon the success of Accords, 

depends upon as to how skillfully the u N negotiators 

along\vi th the signatories handle this difficult task. 

This, ho,vever, cannot be branded as a weakness of the 

18. Ajit s. Gopal, Najib's Growing Probl~m, Indian 
Express, New Delhi, 30 October, 1988. 

19. Fredrik vlilliarns, Afghan Scenario, Indian Express, 
New Del hi 1 13 October, 1988. 

20. s. v. Nair, Afghanistan: Perspective for Reconciliat.ion 
and Peace. Panchsheel Publishers, Ne-.,,r Delhi, 1988, 
p. 11. 
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U "L:J efforts since it cannot provide forth<::: ambitions of 

the contending parties in Afghanistan. 

The deo;elopments in Afghanistan after the Geneva. 

accord testify a stalemate. i:-Jevertheless, this is nei-

ther a reflection of the short-coming of the frame~·Jork 

of the Accord nor any vJeakness in the United Nations _ 

negotiating machinery. on the contrary, it goes to the 

credit of the UN that it could bring the autagonistic 

forces around a negotiation table and persuade them to 

rec·)ncile their contradictory stands for a peaceful se-

ttlement- So far Afghanistan and Soviet Union have obser.;ed 

their objections under the .i\ccords:-

l.) The Soviet union h;J.s com~li~-:;d Hi th its 

.:~.uc:_rust 15 deadline by removing half of their troops 

from Afghani stun and i tstands committed for final 

\vi thdra~'!al by 15 Fe burary 19 89. 2 1 

ii) President Najibullah 's reconciliatory steps 

to accommodate various local commanders and Ivluj ahideens 

21. Hr. Diego Cordovez stated on 14 June 1988, "The with
drawal has been going on very well------ fqster than 
v!e expected", Indian Express, 15 June 1988. On 8 Nov
ember 1988 Nr Fraccois Giuliani, the spokesman for the 
UN Secretary General, is reported to have stated on 
the Soviet announcement _of suspending the v-Ii thdrawal 
of its troops wi thdrat,orai. "That 1.s not a violation of 
Geneva ·agreement". The Times of India, Ne\v De 1 hi, 
9 November 1988; 
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in the fo.rrn .ccion of neil set up in the government 

and to re-settle ,\fgilan refugees, have prep .. trec 

the ground for the formation of ~ broad-based 

government in Afghanistan.22 

iii) The Soviet Union and the Afghan Govern-

ment have accepted the principles of an independent, 

free, Islamic, democratic and non-aligned Afghani-

stan. 

But the disposition of Arnerica-F.akistan-Nuj ahideen 

cam:p leaves much to be desired from the stand p6int of 

Geneva Accords • The United States, by unilat<~rally 

interpreting the "positive syrnrnetryn, has continued the 

supply of arms to Nujahideen which is against the spi_rit 

of Geneva Accord and the interest of peace. Pa.1(istan 

particularly under Zia regime, exhibited her interest in 

keeping the :\.fghan crisis alive . , which is a flagrant 

violation of the Geneva Agreement. Pakistan \vas also keen 

to establish a fundamentalist Islamic State in Afghanistan. 

A provisional Islamic government has also been established 

on Pakistani soil by the seven-party Afghan resistance 

alliance. Training centres for Afghan resistance fighters 

are also stated to have been relocated in Pakistan, for the 

sake of evading future United Nations inspection, all of 

itJhich are manned by officers of the Pa"Y,J.stani army. Limited 

----·------
' 22. Abdul Rahim Hatif, Afghan s Assessment, Indian 

Express, New Delhi, 2 October; 1988• 
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obstlc.h::s have }::;ec;n cn>J.t::d by ?u1:i::;t.3.Cl f.:;r ID1GO.:~\P in 

te .::TIJS of gr::mting 1 J.te permission for inspection ,~nd delav-

ing fu.cilities to the peace keeping force. Pakistan is 

re};JOrted to have created a special co-ordination comrni ttee 

of the Pakistani military to Hork along'l.·li th the Afghan 

resistance. 

Our analysis so far suggests that it has been the 

non-compliance 1 both in spirit and consent, of Pakistan 

along ... ,,i th the t-ruj ahideen that the Geneva Accords are 

not moving in the right direction and in the desin~d 

speed. But -v;hen vJe pinr;oint Pakistan as a road block in 

the path of normalisation under the Geneva agreement, it 

must be recognised "that the issue is not the relations 

between Afghanist::.m and Pakistan 1 the issue is the role 

o :E the US and the part v.rhich Pakistan ,.,ants to _,lay" in 

the ge:;-poli tics of Central 
n23 

Asia. 

The obstacles apart 1 it is ltTise for the contending 

parties to abide by the Geneva Accords. Its failure may be 

a doom. Afghanistan is bleeding for long and needs peace 

now. If the undeclared war is not stopped 1 th~re may not~ 

a better opportunity than provided by the framework of 

Geneva Accord. Prolonged instability and conflict in 

Afghanistan is likely to spill over into Pakistan and prove 

23. c. P. Bhambri, Imperialism And Afghanistan, in Inside 
Afghanistan, Ed. Kalim Bahadur, Patri.ot Publishers, 
New r.-elhi, 1985, p. 88. 
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c:m i rre si sti ble magn2t for :Eo reign intervention; ·=md the 

indefinite s8journ o£ r2fugees i:-1 Pakistan may prove a 

0angerou~ de~tabi 1 is1'ng f2ctor. 24 '1 · ~ - ~ ~ --- ,.... "~ ternat1ve to this, if 

the Acco:cds fail, Afghanistan may re on the brink of 

partition tet'i.72·2n north and south. Intra~ unfortunate 

event, Pakistan may have to face the pressure of demand 

for independence of Baluchistan and otl1er areas. The 

division of Afghanistan will plant fertile seed of parti-

tion in Pakistan too. 

From all these accounts, it is abundantly clear 

that Geneva Accords have opened a neH horizon on inter-

national securi_ ty and all parties concerned must abide l;J~f 

it. Ther2 is th0refore, no alternative except to comply 

strictly i1nd sincerely ~vi th the provisions of the Geneva 

Accords so that a lasting solution to the Afghan crisis can 

be achieved. This requires that a pressure through t-mrld 

opinion should re built up so that the signatories of 

GenevLl. Accords shoVJ a positive response tm-1ards peace and 

stability in Afghanistan. 

vli th the resurgence of democracy in Pakistan and 

the reiteration by the elected Prime l'1inister of Pakistan, 

2 4. c. s. Jha, Afghanistan After the Accord, ·rhe 
Hindustan Times, New Delhi 22 April, 1988. 
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l-ls Benazi r Bhutto, of the principles agreed upon in 

the Geneva Accord, one would hope that the process of 

the negotiated political settlement of the Afghan crisis 

set in motion b<r the Geneva Accord v.rould soon re culminated 

successfully. 



CHAPTER- FIVE 

CONCLUSION 
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The Soviet inte.rvention in Afghanistan in December 

1979 evoked >.1orld-T.dde reaction particularly from u.s. A. , 

Islamic countries and the third Horld countries. It 

Has the general opinion that the intervention occured 

in utter defiance of the basic principles of the UN 

Charter. Such as the non-interference in internal 

affairs of any state, respect for territorial integrity 

and sovereignty of any state and non use of force in 

international relations. The problem of human rights also 

came to be associated with the Afghan crisis as lakhs 

of Afghan refugees had fled to Iran and Pakistan. 

The United Nations formally got seized of the 

Afghan problem in eu.rly January 1980 Hhen as many as 

52 !-lember States signed a r::otion calling for an urgent 

meeting of the UN Security council to "examine the 

situation in Afgha.11istan and its consequences for peace 

and international security". During th2 Security Council 

debates the United Stdtes and others ··.;estern pm·rers 

resorted to the "corridor diplomacy" taking a back seat 

in the formal proceeding and let the Islamic and non

aligned countries to play the lead role in sponsoring 

the draft resolution. The resolution while deploring 

the armed intervention in Afghanistan and calling for the 

withdrawal of foreign troops, did neither name nor 

c8ndemn Soviet Union directly. Soviet Union and its 
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v1-1rs~w Pact allies strongly opposed the discussion 

of the Afghan issue by the UN describing it as a 

violation of the Charter. When the Soviet Union 

vetoed the draft resolution introduced in the security 

Council, the matter was brought to the UN General 

Assembly by convening the sixth emergency session 

under the provisions of "uniting for peace resolution". 
. VJere 

All th2 resolutionstpassed by the General Assembly. 

During the General Assembl':T debates 1 Soviet Union and 

its v-1arsaVT Pact allies ~r;ere arrayed on one side, where 

as USA and west European States 1 China, Islamic 

countries and non-aligned states rallied on the opposite 

side, with India taking a neutral position. Though 

the Islamic countries acted un;:mimously as a group 

condemning the Soviet action and calling for immediate 

vli thdra\val of the Soviet troops from Afghanistan, the 

non-aligned statc:s failed to take a position as a group. 

They acted in their individual capacity. But the veDdict 

of the General Assembly went against the· Soviet position. 

More than five-sixths --. df the Islamic states and 

two-thirds of the non-aligned countries other than the 

traditional opponents of the Soviet Union voted against 

the Soviet action. So MosCO\v's support in the third 

world countries appeared to have been eroded as a result 
·-

of the developments in Afghanistan. 
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All the r2solutions passed by the General Assembly 

v:e;:-e mildly Horded and did neither name or C)nderrn USSR 

directly. During the Assembl'" debates, the ov,.cn'lhelming 

opinion 1vas in favour of finding a political solution 

to the Afghan crisis. The Nember States not only 

authorised the UN Secnetary General to initiate peace 

moves to resolve the crisis but also expressed support 

to the effort rna~ by the UN secretary General and his 

special envoy dealing \-Tith Afghanistan problem. It 

was in this bc.ckground that proXimity talks v.er~ held 

between the contending parties-Afghanistan and 

under the aegis of UN special envoy. Iran 

diplomacy of the ill~ special envoy, Deigo Cardovez played 

a key role in bringng the parties on a table and also 

reconciling their diametrically opposite vie',-IS to ::m 

agreed package. 

The Geneva talks 1 that spanned over a period of six 

years ( 1982-88) , r,.;ere devoted to evolve an agreed frame-

work providing for the withdraNal of Soviet troops, 
-

international guarantees of non-interference in 

Afghanistan and the return of the Afghan refugees to 

their home-land. Both the super po"":ers, Soviet Union 

and USA, strongly supported the Geneva process. 

As a result of the UN initiative and tireless 

efforts of its representative, Diego Cordovez, an 
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accord ~:ras signed D'r "~fgi1anistan and Pukistan at 

Geneva with both the Sup2r Po,;ers acti:1g as co-guarantors 

on April 14 1 1988. The accord provided for the \,Jith

draVJal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan 1 beginning 

vti th May 15, 1988 1 return of Afghan refugees and the 

most vi tal agreement on the ~rinciple of "non-inter

ference and non-intervention" in the internal affairs 

-of Afghanistan. 

The Geneva accord, though not devoid of flav,rs 

and loopholes 1 is the best framev1ork that could be 

achieved under the circumstances. The signing of 

accord, and the instruments of peace therein, have 

helped the UN to regain its lost prestige and effective

ness in dealing \~th the problem of international peace 

and security. But the events occuring after the 

Geneva accord tend to belie the e-J.rlier euphoria 

g~nerated by the Geneva acco:-::-d over the prospects 

of peace returning in Afghanistan. Though the Soviets 

have withdrawn about half of their troops, as was agreed 

upon under Geneva Agreement, there has been no let_ up 

in the attacks of the Afghan rebels or in the US 

or Pak aid to them. The success of the UN peace 

initiative :in Afghanistan can never be achieved 

without~ the sincere cooperation of all the parties 

concerned-Pakistan, Afghanistan., USA and USSR, in the 

implementation of the instruments agreed upon by them at 

Geneva. 
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Though the Geneva accord has smoothed the rough 

edges in super pmJer relations to some exgent, the 

normalisation process has not brought peace tor 

Afghanistan. It does not even appear on the anvil. 

The accord disentangles direct super pov.rer intervention 

but does not reduce the chances of avoiding a civil 

war. 

Though the contracting parties to the addord 

have agreed that there would be "No interference and 

in te.rvention in any fo.!:!!l" the realities on the ground 

depict all together a different scenario. The US has 

publicly committed itself to the supply of arms to 

the rebels. The pro-Muj ahideen lobby in the US has 

maintained strong pressure on the Reagan administration 

to take advantage of this opportunity of throv·ling out 

the pro-Soviet regime from Kabul. Pakistan has pledged 

itself to play the role of conduit for a.rms to Muj ahideen. 

Thus, even before the ink dried on the Accord, it became 

vulnerable to violations. The Soviets too, to keep their 

interests in Kabul alive, have continued to supply 

mili tartz aid to PDPA regime in Kabul in their fight 

against Mujahideen. 

The Geneva Accord on Afghanistan signified the 

victory of all sound and sane forces of peace, justice 

and progress throughout the world. The full irnplernentation 

of the protxl.sions of the Accord, pre-supposes the 

solidarity and support of all the peace forces, 
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irrespective of political persuation. Hor_.;ever, the 

accord has been implemented :Eai thfully by Afgl1unistan 

and Soviet Union only. The Snviet troops are being 

\vi thdravm according to the time frame 1 but the other 

parties have not implemented any of their commitments 

made in the i-nstruments of this Accord. The inter-

ferenoe and intervention have not been stopped or 

reduced, but it has even intensified and expanded. 

There appears to be an impending danger that the 

Genova instruments for the normalisation of Afghan 

situation, ma~' not be a success. The central cause 

of uncertainity about the success of Geneva Accord is 

the establishment of the form of .Jo,,ernment onee the 

Soviet troops vacate AfgiF:mistan. The root of impending 

failure is· the unvrillingness of the US administration 

to cooperate Hith the U3SR in setting up a genuinely 

neutral and mutually acceptable interim go-v'ernment in 

Kabul. Such a" interim government is eminently needeq. 
.. t. 

so that the Afghan people can settle their own future~ 

In the absence of such a government, the coun:tFy may 

be dragged to a civil war and chaos, after the withdrawal 

of the Soviet army. Such .. attitude of the American 

government can be :scribed to certain factors. First, 

America and PaJcistan vrant to have a government in Kabul 

amendable to serve their geo-political interests in 

the region. ~. pro-Russian government can never l::e 
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see the Soviet Union remain engu.ged in Afghanistan, 

so that it goes on bleeding there, as happened vJith 

the United States in Vietnam. Pa1d:3tan vJas k2en to 

get a fundainentalist Huslim regime established. in 

Kabul. Further more, it is in the material interest 

of Pakistan that the Afghan crisis continues. 

Notvri. thstanding the peace making efforts of 

UN, particularly of the UN Secretary General's special 

envoy, Diego Cordovez r,.;ho shuttled between Kabul, 

Islamabad and Hoscov; and /.[ashington to bridge the 

gulf bet"lr.J2en the positions of the contending parties 1 

the success o:.: the Geneva process is largely attributable 

to the bold initiatives taken by the Soviet leader, 

Gorbachev. As early as on 28th July 1986, he had 

in his historic speech at Vladi~ostok described the 

Afghan crisis as a "f)loody vrou:1d 11 and he expressed his 

resolution to work for healing it Hi thin the shorted 

possible time. Unmindful of the deadlock over 

the Geneva talks held in early 1988, Gorbachev in a 

statement made on 8 Febru<1ry:c 1988- presented: the 

virtual blueprint for the settlement of the Afghan 

problem. He made a unilateral offer of starting the 

\vi thdra-t...;al of Soviet troop from Afghanistan from 
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15 ~-:ay 1988. tak::;:m by NOSCOH and Kc:lbUl 

}:)roved of g_:ceat >1elp to ;:;nsure the victory of the 

Geneva process. 

Several factors are responsible for the keen 

interest exhibited by U3SR in the negotiated political 

settlement of the problem. First, it is unusual for 

the Soviet Union to station its army in a non-socialist 
1 
' 

foreign countr-.1 for a longer period. Its army in Hungary 

and Czchekoslovakia did not stay for longer time. In 

Afghani stan it is getting prolonged. Second, Pr::?sident 

Gorbachev is busy in implementing 'Perestroika' at home 

requires that its military engagement abroad is minimised. 

And third, the Soviet Union is keen to find a 'liay out 

for the 1-·:orld disarmament. The Soviets have made an 

~gre•2ment Hith the US for dismantling the medium range 

missiles. For all these reasons, the Soviet Union is 

eager to implement faithfully the instruments of the 

Geneva Accord. HO\·Jever 1 it would not like to leave 

Afghanistan in a vaccum for the fundamental Nuslims 

-to take over tbe regime there. Moreover, the Soviet 

Union wants to have a broad based government in Kabul 

and at the same time not to loose the advantage of the 

April revolution. It is natural that the DRA would 

not like the fundamentalists- to take over so that th~y 

get a major say in shaping the future of Afghanistan. 
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The Afghanistc.n.so-;,rernrr.ent, :-:y, .. ;ever, hus made enormous 

accomod.'ltion under the scheme of Nu.tio'lul Reconcili·:ltion. 

A ne:.-1 ?rime ?-'linister Hoharnmad Hasan Sharrr, ~:Tho -_, 

is not the member of the PDFA has taken over in 

Afghanistan. The Sovie'tl have appointed a heavy·~,J8ight 1 

Yuli Vorontsov 1 the Deputy F_or·2ign Hinister of USSR, 

as their Ambassador in Kabul. Another positive develop

ment has been the holding of direct talks betvreen the 

Afghan rebels and the Soviet Union in Saudi Aru.bia for 

the first time since 1929. The Hujahedin ~·Jere repre3ented 

by the le21der of seven r:-2bel groups based in Pesha1-.rar, 

and the Soviet Union by Yuli Vorontsov. The tv·IO sides 

are reported to have reached an understanding on the 

need to continue thc dialoejue and on release of 3oviet 

pr±soners of v1ar by the Huj aheedin. 

In spite of the stresses and strains, the effort 

and success of the United Nations in diffusing tension 

in Afghanistan and resolving its crisis, stands on 

its ovm merits. In the case of Afghanistan, the 

united Nations has proved its worthwhileness and 

demonstrated its effectiveness to shoulder the respon-
.. 

sibility of maintaining international peace and security. 

The contention, there fore 1 that the United Nations is 

only a debating group, does not get vindicated so far 
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as the Afgh::.tn issue is c::mc:::: rned. The success of 

the United Nations in gettiW} Geneva Accord m:lt::!rialised 

proves the effectiveness of the world organisation. 

Since the United Nations can not discipline the super 

POvvers because of being. a voluntart organisation of 

independent sovereign states, it cannot have the "teeth" 

to enforce peace in the \vorld. In case of the Afghan 

crisis, the UN efforts bore fru.i ts largely due to the 

bold foreign policy initiative of the Soviet leader 

Gorbachev vJho has not only shoHn his keenness to ,,.,i thdraw 

the Soviet trocbps but also to establish a. broad-based 

government in AfghanL:;tan. 

It is mainly due to the revised attitude of the 

Soviet and Ka.bul governments on the Afghan issue, that 

a consensus has emerged on the need to ,,,ithdra~rl th2 Soviet 

troops from Afghanistan in ::1ccordance v·Ji th the p:~ovisions 

of the Geneva accord. This becan:a ampljr clear on 3 

November 1988 v1hen the UN Gr.:?neral Assembly passed 

unanimously a resolution introduced by its President, 

Dante Caputo of Argentina, 1,rhich called a comprehensive 

political settlement and for ths establishment of a broad~ 

based government through an intra-Afghan dialogue. That 

there ,.,as no discussion and no voting on the resolution, 

shows ho"~' the lvorld public opinion has arrived at the 

consensus on such an important issue. And the UN has 

not playsct a mean role tov1ards this achi~::vement~ 

-------------------------------------------------------
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